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ABSTRACT
In a market economy, prices are derived from supply
and demand.

However, in the market economy for cotton

which varies in its quality attributes, implicit or
hedonic prices can and are determined for each of its
quality attributes.

These implicit prices contain a

relationship with the quality attributes that are
theoretically and qualitatively recognized by the
industry.
This study conceptually derives a general pr1cequality relationship for cotton from the supply and
demand sides of the market.

It also theoretically

evaluates this price-quality relationship for each and
all recognized characteristics of cotton.

These price-

quality relationships were then analytically tested and
determined through two functional form models for the
Texas and Oklahoma markets.
The findings of this study determined the optimal or
"best" statistically determined functional form hedonic
model structures for daily cotton market price reporting.
The two structures were found to estimate prices,
premiums, and discounts for the grading systems used
before August 1, 1993, in which the grade code consisted
of trash and color, and after August 1, 1993, in which

.

V1

the grade code will represent only color; trash and its
sub-categories of bark and grass will be separately
identified.

The post-1993/94 model was found to contain

no residual bias across attribute levels for all
attributes and determined to be the "best" functional
form to represent the price structures for the upcoming
grading system.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In a market economy, where groups or individuals
communicate with each other in order to trade some good
or service, a market price is determined.

The market

price is the equilibrium price at which some groups or
individuals are willing to sell and purchase a particular
quantity of a good or service.

As the available quantity

of the good or service supplied or demanded changes, the
market adjusts to reflect this new information, which can
be interpreted as supply and demand schedules.
Therefore, the marketing system generates relevant
information affecting the value of a commodity that can
be interpreted by both the producer and the consumer.
For a homogeneous product in a competitive market,
the intersection of supply and demand schedules
determines the equilibrium price and quantity of a good
for a point in time and in a specific place.

However,

for a non-homogeneous product, one that varies in
significant quality attributes, the market produces an
array of prices.

These prices differ by the qualities of

the product as well as other attributes.
examples of heterogeneous products.

There are many

Some of these are

automobiles, houses, vegetables, cattle, and cotton.
1

In
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the housing market, for instance, one can obtain the
average price of housing in an area, but one must know
the value of the attributes in a particular house (e.g.,
number of square feet, number of bedrooms, type of
construction, etc.) to determine market value of a
specific home.
The valuing of a product or good according to its
quality attributes is a concept known as hedonic price
analysis.

The underlying premise of hedonic pricing is

that goods are valued by the amount of their utilitybearing characteristics associated with that good (Rosen,
1974).

Therefore, the price of a house is determined by

the quantity of the quality attributes that satisfies
consumers' desires.
The price of the quality attributes is the implicit
price of that attribute.

It is the price the consumer is

willing to pay for another unit of that quality
attribute.

For a house with 1,200 square feet, the value

of an additional square foot is the implicit price of
that attribute.

Thus, the implicit price--the value of

an additional attribute--is just as important in
determining the total price as the average market value
of housing in the area.
cotton is a heterogeneous agricultural product in
that the cotton lint (the fibers) contains quality

3

characteristics.

The United States Department of

Agriculture (USDA) maintains a grading system to evaluate
or measure the quality attributes embodied in the fibers
for each bale of cotton in the

u.s.

Grading of cotton is

conducted by employees of USDA at different marketing
service offices across the country.

The standardized

quality designations for all cotton facilitates the
marketing of the commodity.
USDA evaluates the color and trash content of the
fibers in each bale of cotton, based on a sample from
each bale.

The trash and color attributes are

incorporated into the grade expressed as a two-digit
numerical code.

The first digit is a general

designation, by the classer, of trash, that is, leaf,
bark, grass, and other plant material that gets into the
lint during harvesting and ginning.

The first digit may

be increased from the original classer's trash
designation if a large amount of grass, leaf,
preparation, or bark exits in the cotton.

The second

digit designates color, indicating the varying degrees of
yellowness (+b) and grayness (Rd) of the cotton.

The Rd

and +b are mechanically determined values that, along
with the colorimeter chart (see Appendix A, Figure A.l),
are used by the classer to determine the color
designation.

4

Four other quality attributes--staple, fiber
strength, fiber length uniformity, and micronaire--are
also fiber characteristics that are measured.

The staple

is the measurement of fiber length and is expressed in
32~as

of an inch.

Strength is the break resistance of the

fibers and is expressed in grams per tex.

Length

uniformity, indicating the consistency of the length of
the fibers, is expressed as a ratio of uniformity of
fibers of the length of the longest one-half of the
fibers.

Micronaire is a measure that is associated with

diameter or fineness and maturity of the cotton fibers.
Currently, the classing of cotton in the

u.s.

is

done with a system known as High Volume Instrument (HVI)
grading.

HVI replaced the subjective determination of

length (staple) with an objective measure, integrated the
micronaire measurement, and added measurements for
strength and length uniformity.

HVI allows for more

precise, objective, and consistent grading.

This system

of grading has been used in the Texas and Oklahoma
markets for over 10 years and was adopted industry-wide
1n the

u.s.

in 1991 (Ethridge, Engels, and Brown, 1992).

The grading of cotton is intended to facilitate both
selling and buying by increasing the knowledge of
physical characteristics of specific bales of cotton.
Buyers are able to select and purchase cotton that will

5

process more efficiently in individual textile plants.
However, for the market to work efficiently, the sellers
or producers must be able to interpret this information.
In 1993, additional information concerning cotton
quality, specifically about trash and color, will be
introduced into the marketing of cotton which will
increase the physical knowledge even further.
The official daily cotton price reporting system in
the U.S. for the cash (spot) market is provided by the
Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) of the USDA, known
as the Daily Spot Cotton Quotations (DSCQ).

The DSCQ

provides estimates of prices, premiums, and discounts in
the various cotton regions throughout the

u.s.

A sample,

i.e., the West Texas region's base price, premiums, and
discounts, from the DSCQ for the day of April 2, 1992, is
shown in Appendix B, Table 8.1.

AMS reports a base price

for each region, for a specific combination of quality
attributes.

Premiums and discounts are determined for

all other combinations of quality attributes to be added
to or subtracted from the base price.
The DSCQ has historically served the industry well.
However, with the increasing amount of more precise
information obtained through the HVI system, the present
DSCQ is insufficient for evaluating the increased and
more complex array of prices.

Consequently, the DSCQ

6

acts as a constraint on the amount of information
available in the marketing of cotton.
There are other disadvantages to the procedures used
in the approach for determining the DSCQ prices.

One

disadvantage is that prices are estimated by an
individual visually observing the market activity on the
day in consideration.

Assessments of prices are

subjective and there is no test of the individual's
accuracy, no way of determining why the prices behaved as
they did, and there is no past record of how past prices,
premiums, and discounts were determined.
1.1 Specific Problem
A system of hedonic price determination of daily lot
sales of cotton is being tested at Texas Tech University
(TTU) to increase the efficiency in price reporting
(Ethridge, Engels, and Brown, 1992).

The econometric

approach of price determination overcomes some of the
problems in the DSCQ.

The econometric approach is

verifiable, consistent, precise, and objective in its
price discovery.

It can also accommodate the complex

pricing associated with the HVI grading system, and is
easily adapted to the additional information provided
with the changes in 1993.

7

The system being tested at Texas Tech University is
computerized and automated in its daily operations.

The

system collects daily lot sales data (i.e., prices and
qualities) from two market sources, estimates regression
coefficients for a hedonic model using the data, and
estimates prices, premiums, and discounts for the Texas
and Oklahoma markets.

The prices, premiums, and

discounts are available in a format similar to the DSCQ
(see Appendix B, Table 8.2).

However, this is not the

preferred format since it still conceals relevant
information in price determination by combining
attributes effects on price in the appearance of the
prices, premiums, and discounts.
The daily execution of the system is complete in its
working process, but concerns still exist regarding the
appropriate functional form of the model to be applied.
A new model or the addition of new variables will also
have to be developed in 1993.

The functional form of the

past hedonic price model was developed from past work in
the hedonic pricing of cotton, including the works of
Ethridge, Shaw, and Ross (1977}; Robinson, Ethridge,
shaw, and Rogers (1979}; Ethridge, Sudderth and Moore
(1983); Ethridge and Davis (1982); Ethridge and Mathews
(1983); Hembree, Ethridge, and Neeper (1986); Ethridge

and Neeper (1987); and Bowman and Ethridge (1992).
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The current functional form of the hedonic model is
a multiplicative model, commonly called the "double-log
model" because it can be estimated linearly through a
logarithmic transformation.

The model is specified with

the lot sales price of cotton as a function of six
quality attributes, a below grade dummy variable, and a
regional dummy variable.

The multiplicative model is as

follows:
( 1.1)
where:
price of mixed lot i in cents per pound;

p,

G1i - average of the first digit of the grade code
in mixed lot i;
BGi - binary indicator variable denoting below grade
cotton (BG = 0 if G1 < 7 and BG = 1 if G1 >

7);
G2i

average of the second digit of the grade code
in mixed lot i;

STAi= average staple length of cotton in mixed lot i
in 32;.::s inch;
M;

-

average micronaire index reading of mixed lot

STRi= average strength reading of cotton in lot i in
grams per tex;

9
average length uniformity index of cotton in

Ui

mixed lot i;
binary indicator variable denoting region (R =

R,

0 if market reporting region is west Texas and
R

=

1 if market reporting region is East Texas

or Oklahoma);
e,

-

stochastic error term.

This functional form is conceptually appealing for a
number of reasons.
configuration.

First, it is a simple mathematical

Second, it allows a pattern of premiums

and discounts to be curvilinear rather than linear, in
that the coefficient's magnitude suggests decreasing
marginal productivity of attributes to price.

Third, it

allows interaction of all attributes in determining the
implicit price of the attributes and finally, the
coefficients are the price elasticities of the
attributes.
Many variations of this functional form have been
developed (Ethridge, Engels, and Brown, 1992).

However,

a thorough inspection of the performance or fit of this
functional form is still needed.

For instance,

systematic bias sometimes appears when comparing the
model predictions against the actual prices.

Additional

and exhaustive evaluation of the specific mathematical
form of this model is needed to insure that the model

10

produces the most accurate and dependable interpretation
of cotton quality attribute's contribution to price.
Also, an additional model, called Model 2, is needed to
adapt the new information that will appear in 1993, which
includes separate premiums and discounts for trash,
color, bark, and grass.

Thus, knowledge about the most

effective mathematical form of the second model is also
needed.
1.2 Objectives of the Study
The general objective was to determine the optimal 1
hedonic model structures to capture the effect of the
behavior of specific cotton fiber attributes on daily
cotton prices in the Texas and Oklahoma markets.
Specific objectives were to determine:
1.

How each cotton quality attribute affects the
market price of cotton.

2.

Interrelationships between cotton quality
attributes that affect price.

3.

The specific functional hedonic model forms for
both the current grading system and the grading
system being implemented in 1993.

1

The term optimal in this study does not refer to
the mathematically derived optimal conditional, but to
the "best" possible functional form for a statistically
derived model.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review of literature summarizes relevant studies
of relationships between product price and quality
attributes through hedonic price models.

This chapter

has been organized to review those studies that (1)
provide the basis of hedonic pricing and (2) relate
specifically to the hedonic price analysis of cotton.
2.1 Basis of Hedonic Pricing
One of the first studies of agricultural commodity
characteristics was conducted by Waugh (1928, 1929), who
analyzed wholesale prices and characteristics of
individual lots of asparagus, tomatoes, and cucumbers on
the Boston wholesale market.

Waugh (1929) wrote,

There is a distinct tendency for market prices
of many commodities to vary with certain
physical characteristics which the consumer
identifies with quality, and the relation of
these characteristics to prices may in many
cases be fairly accurately determined by
statistical analysis.
If the generalization is
accepted as true, it opens a field in the
theory of prices which has been practically
untouched.
(p. 87)
Although Waugh was one of the earliest to study product
characteristics, the term "hedonic" was not applied until
court (1939) attempted to improve the consumer price

11
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index related to the automobile sector as it was reported
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Some of the early studies on the problem of quality
variation 1n consumer goods and the theory of consumer
behavior were conducted by Houthakker (1952) and Theil
(1952).

Houthakker identified the consumer problem as

one in which the consumer is to maximize his/her utility
function where utility is a function of the quantity of
products and one quality variable assigned to each
product.

Houthakker separated the price of each product

into the price of the product and the quality price paid
per unit of quality.

The consumer is thus faced with a

budget constraint of income equal to the sum of all
products multiplied by the price of the product plus the
quality price multiplied by the total quality per
product.

Houthakker's analysis divided the consumer's

decision process into two steps:

(1) choose the product

to purchase and (2) decide how much to spend on the
quality of the product.
Theil (1952) developed a model similar to
Houthakker's.

Theil's model maximized the consumer's

utility where utility is a function of quantity of the
products and a vector of qualities contained in each
product, subject to a budget constraint.

Theil presented

the price of the product as a function of the vector of

13

quality attributes contained in each product.

Thus, the

budget constraint is income as a function the sum of the
quantity of products multiplied by the prices of the
products where the prices of the products are a function
of the quality attributes of each product.
Lancaster (1966) made the next major contribution to
hedonic theory.

In Lancaster's model, the relationship

between consumer utility and the purchased product
included three assumptions.

First, there is a linear

consumption technology (LCT) in that a technical
relationship among the product and the type and amount of
characteristics contained in the product.

Second,

consumer utility is independent of the distribution of
characteristics (!DC) among products.

The third

assumption is that all characteristics have nonnegative
marginal utility (NNMU).

These assumptions have been

criticized as well as deleted in other such studies that
use the basic theory provided by Lancaster (Ladd and
Zober, 1977; Ladd and suvannunt, 1976).
Lancaster's model maximized the consumer's utility
such that the utility is a function of the total amount
of all characteristics provided by all products.

The

constraints of the consumer are the budget constraint
where income is a function of the sum of the price of the
product multiplied by the quantity of the product, and

14
the second constraint is that the total amount of one
characteristic is equal to the sum of characteristics in
each product multiplied by the number of products.
Ladd and Suvannunt (1976) used the same basic model
as provided by Lancaster, except they disregarded the
NNMU assumption.

Ladd and Suvannunt assumed a number of

products and a number of common attributes contained in
the products as well as attributes not provided by other
products.

The level of one particular attribute consumed

is a function of the quantity of products consumed and
the input-output coefficients associated with one unit of
each product.
The theory was extended to consider market
equilibrium of hedonic price functions by Rosen (1974).
Rosen developed a supply and demand relationship in which
the price of a good is a function of the various
attributes and the respective supply and demand shifters.
The price function can then be differentiated with
respect to an attribute to derive the market equilibrium
price of that attribute.
2.2 Hedonic Pricing of Cotton
Ethridge and Shaw (1978) and Ethridge, Shaw, and
Ross (1977) studied the market impact of instrument
testing of cotton as viewed by growers, ginners,

15

merchants, and textile mills.

The study also estimated

the implicit price of quality attributes on individual
lot sales of cotton.
Sales data were obtained for 443 lot sales of cotton
that had been instrument tested during the 1976/77
marketing year (Ethridge, Shaw, and Ross, 1977).
Ordinary least squares regression was applied to a linear
model that estimated the producer price of cotton as a
function trash, color, length, strength, uniformity,
micronaire, micronaire squared (e.g., micronaire in
quadratic form), lot size (in bales per lot), and the
variability of each attribute.

The "best fitting" model

containing significant coefficients included trash,
color, length, micronaire, micronaire squared, lot size,
and variability in micronaire.
The data were also divided in different ways to test
different hypotheses.

First, the data were divided into

sales to shippers and sales to merchants.

A similar

model, meaning the same variables proved to be
significant, resulted from this division of data.

This

division of the data was used to test whether shippers or
merchants priced attributes differently.

Second, the

data were divided into two equal halves to separate the
marketing year to determine any implicit price
differences in the beginning and end of the year.

16

Finally, the data were used to determine at what staple
length its implicit price became significant.
concluded that a staple length greater than

It was

1-1/32~cs

inch

received no price premium in the West Texas market.
Robinson, Ethridge, Shaw, and Rogers (1979) extended
the survey and evaluation of the previous two studies by
exploring the attitudes and results into the 1977/78
marketing year.

The survey results were very similar to

those of the previous year.
also similar.

The statistical results were

A total of 426 observations of individual

sales of cotton lots were obtained, but only 153 were
usable because of missing information in the other 273.
The data were adjusted to a market price as if it had
been sold on January 5, 1977.

The final significant

model estimated by ordinary least squares was linear and
included the following variables as a function of lot
price:

trash content, color, staple length, micronaire,

micronaire squared, variability in micronaire, and lot
size.

The coefficients for the 1977/78 marketing year

were tested against the coefficients for the 1976/77
marketing year to determine if they were statistically
equal.

The results indicated that the coefficients were

not equal, which was expected because of the general crop
conditions of any one season are usually never quite the
same.
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Ethridge and Davis (1982) were the first to identify
"hedonic" price analysis application to cotton fibers.
The purpose of their study was to determine the impact of
four quality attributes (i.e., trash content, color,
staple, and micronaire) on the price of cotton lint as
received by producers.

The data used in the study were

mixed-lot sales observations for the cotton marketing
years 1976/77 and 1977/78.
The estimated linear model was specified with prices
as a function of the attributes' average for the lot of
cotton.

Specifically, the final model applied was the

producer price for a lot of cotton as a function of trash
content, color, staple, micronaire (in quadratic form),
lot size (in number of bales), and the standard deviation
of micronaire within a lot of cotton.

Generalized least

squares was the procedure used since autocorrelation was
a problem for the time series and cross-sectional data.
The estimated coefficients were significant for both
years except for lot size in 1976/77.
Hembree, Ethridge, and Neeper (1986) analyzed the
effects of fiber properties on Southeastern mill prices
of cotton.

The authors used USDA data on length, length

uniformity, strength, micronaire, whiteness, yellowness,
and trash content for the marketing years 1977/78 to
1983/84.

The purpose was to provide more reliable and
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thorough understanding of the specific fiber attributes
in the market and to rank the influence of each
attribute's effect on price.
Ordinary least squares regression was applied to a
linear model with micronaire specified as a quadratic and
using dummy variables to segregate for the impact of the
different marketing years.

The study concluded that the

attributes were all significant and explained 18% of the
variation where all variables in the model explained
96.9% of the variation of the mill price of cotton.

The

authors also found that the fiber properties having the
greatest influence on price were fiber strength, length,
and micronaire, followed by uniformity, yellowness,
whiteness, and trash content.
Bowman and Ethridge (1987) updated the previous
study by extending the data through the 1985/86 marketing
year.

The analysis was similar to that of Hembree,

Ethridge, and Neeper, and results were also similar.

The

authors concluded that the indicator variables for the
marketing years accounted for the effect of general
market supply and demand forces.

The ranking of

explanatory power of the attributes as determined by the
standardized regression coefficients changed slightly.
The ranking was micronaire, strength, yellowness, trash
content, length, length uniformity, and whiteness in
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descending order of explaining power.

Ethridge and Chen

(forthcoming) again updated the previous studies by
extending the quality data through 1990.
Ethridge and Neeper (1987) estimated implicit prices
for cotton fiber attributes, specifically strength and
uniformity, in the Southwest

u.s.

cotton market.

The

authors used seemingly unrelated regression to estimate a
multiple equation model using market sales data from the
years 1983/84 and 1984/85.

The model estimated the

relationship between fiber attributes.

They concluded

that strength and uniformity were affecting cotton
prices, the implication being that reporting of discounts
and premiums in USDA price reporting is justified.

Since

August 1, 1991, strength premiums and discounts have been
separately reported in DSCQ.
Bowman and Ethridge (1992) developed a multi-stage
hedonic model to determine characteristic supply and
demand as well as implicit prices.

The data used in that

study included quality attributes and prices from the
four cotton regions for the marketing years of 1976/77 to
1986/87.

The sales data included 2,967 sample

observations used to make yearly estimations.

The

theoretical basis of that analysis was structured in a
fashion similar to Rosen's work.
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The first-stage model determined the average annual
implicit prices for each of the quality attributes in
each region and each year.

The first-stage model was a

linear difference model in that the differences of the
actual characteristic's levels from the base levels were
regressed against the price differences, where the price
differences were the price of cotton subtracted from the
price of base cotton.

This model also included intercept

and slope change variables for each characteristic to
separate the implicit prices differences across regions.
The second-stage models (supply and demand models)
were estimated separately.

The demand models were

estimated as the implicit price of an attribute as a
linear function of all attributes, with micronaire ln
quadratic form and excluding length uniformity, the base
price of cotton, and the change in the proportion of
rotor to ring spindles in the U.S. textile mills.

The

supply models determined the level of trash, color,
staple length, micronaire, and strength as a function of
rainfall by season and previous year, seasonal
temperatures, and a trend variable as a proxy for
varietal improvements over time.
The linear difference models were estimated using
2

ordinary least squares and provided R s of 0.90 to 0.96.
The second stage equations were estimated using seemingly
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unrelated regression and produced R2 s ranging from 0.87
to 0.94 for the demand models and 0.63 to 0.86 for the
supply models.
Chen, Chiou, and Anderson (1991) conducted a study
to determine the interregional pricing of cotton fiber
attributes of trash, color, staple length, low and high
micronaires, and strength.

The authors applied a

characteristic demand approach using cross-sectional and
time-series data from a 10-year period to construct
monthly hedonic price models.
Four different models were specified to explain
cotton price variations in terms of premiums and
discounts.

Model one determined the premium and discount

for grade and staple as a function of trash, color, and
staple length in differences from the base levels.

Model

two estimated the premium and discount for low micronaire
as a function of the low base micronaire reading of 3.5
minus the variable low micronaire reading.

Model three

determined the high micronaire premium and discount
specified as a function of the variable high micronaire
reading minus the base high micronaire reading of 4.9.
Model four estimated the base quality price for strength
as a function of the difference in strength from the base
strength level of 25 grams per tex.
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The results of the models concluded that the models
explained 66 to 99 percent of quality price variation
except high micronaire in two markets.

All coefficients

were significant and consistent with theoretically
hypothesized signs.

The study also predicted price

premiums and discounts for the next five marketing years
(1990/91 to 1994/95).

It also divided the data into two

five-year sub-periods to determine the amounts of changes
in U.S. cotton quality over the time.

This determined

that economic gains from quality improvements did occur
over the decade in study for all regions.
Ethridge, Engels, and Brown (1992) have reported on
the daily cotton market price estimating system on daily
lot sales data from the Texas and Oklahoma markets, as
described earlier.

After the first year's work on this

project, the model selection had been narrowed to two
model structures.

One was a "linear difference" model

which estimated price differences from a base price as a
function of quality differences from a defined set of
baseline characteristics, formulated by Bowman (1989).
The other hedonic model is the one currently used in the
daily reporting at Texas Tech University--the
multiplicative or double-log model.

Many variations of

this model were evaluated, including more than a dozen
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mathematical formulations and weighing procedures for
using the data.
An evaluation of the double-log model was conducted
during the summer of 1990.

A sample of 200 lot sales

were randomly selected to test the accuracy of the model,
and the econometrically estimated prices, premiums, and
discounts schedules prediction accuracy.

Tests showed a

slight bias in both the models' and schedules'
predictions, yet both tracked actual cotton values more
accurately than the DSCQ provided by AMS.
Currently, the research on the double-log model has
included the introduction of a slope change variable to
separate the below grade cotton and the other grades of
cotton.

Below grade cotton is cotton containing an

unusually large amount of trash (e.g., bark) and thus
automatically designated below grade with the highest
possible trash designation.
Hedonic price analysis of cotton has come a long way
since the first intense study by Ethridge and Davis
(1982).

It has evolved yearly, monthly, weekly, and now

from daily price data.

As the data becomes less

aggregated, the functional form of the applied models
becomes increasingly important to track the daily price
movements.

CHAPTER III
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The theory of cotton pricing through quality
attributes is complex because of the number of attributes
that play a role in price determination.
separated into five sections.

This chapter is

The first section analyzes

the role cotton fiber attributes play in the cotton
producer's decisions.

The second section analyzes the

theory behind the demand for attributes at the producer
level, but is derived from the demand for attributes by
textile manufactures.

The third section analyzes the

nature of the relationships between price and quality as
related to productivity.

T~e

fourth section presents

supply and demand as the determinants of implicit prices.
The last section states the hypothesized relationships
between quality attributes and the price of cotton.
3.1 Production Decisions Concerning
Attributes
Cotton producers face a competitive market like the
producers of many agricultural products.

The cotton

producer is a price-taker in that aggregate demand and
supply determine the (average) price of cotton, so that
no single producer can influence the price received for
cotton.

The cotton producer can affect his/her own
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quantity and quality of cotton, but each producer's
output is insignificant in relation to the total.

The

producer's own average price can be affected--producing a
higher quality cotton will yield a higher price.

The

rational producer will choose the quantity-quality
combination for profit maximization.
The profit maximizing criterion to determine the
optimum level of production (yield) for a cotton producer
in perfect competition

.

1S:

( 3 .1)

where:
Pc

the price of cotton in a competitive market
where cotton is assumed to be a homogeneous
product,

MRc

marginal revenue associated with producing an
additional unit of cotton, and

MC~

marginal cost of producing an additional unit
of cotton.

The profit maximizing criterion for a producer for
specifying the optimum input level can also be expressed
as:
( 3. 2)

where:
the marginal physical product of input x in
the production of cotton, c, and
25
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P~

the price of input x in the production of
cotton.

In reality, cotton is not a homogeneous product.
Thus, there is no single price and no single quality
relevant to the economic decisions for all producers.
Producers sell their cotton by lots, which consist of a
selected number of bales.

For each lot of cotton there

exists a bundle of average quality attributes for that
lot, which are objectively measured for each bale and
then averaged for the lot.

The qualitative attributes of

a unit of cotton can be defined as Z = f 1 {Zi), where zi
measures the amount of each ith objectively measured
characteristic (i

1, 2, ... ,n) and Z is the bundle of

=

all average attributes contained in the lot of cotton.
For each characteristic there exists an implicit price
associated with it which can be defined as P _. Therefore,
the price of cotton lint of a particular lot becomes a
function of z, for all i~h characteristics, and the price
of cotton can be restated as Py = fL(Z) = f 3 (Zi) and
equation 3.2 becomes:
MPPx·c

*

f 3 (Zi)

=

Px for all x and i,

(3.3)

where:
f 3 (Z:)

a vector of objectively measured quality
characteristics for all
characteristics.

r=h
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The producer has only limited control over both the
quantity and quality produced with available resources.
Producers are faced with many uncontrollable factors,
especially weather, that affect production, quality, and
ultimately the economic decisions.
3.2 Demand for Attributes
The demand for cotton quality attributes is derived
from the consumer demand for products that are made
totally or partially from cotton.

Consumers unknowingly

affect the price of cotton attributes by their choices in
the products purchased.

Therefore, consumers' tastes and

preferences for certain characteristics in cotton
products are translated into the price of cotton fiber.
Throughout the marketing chain, supply and demand factors
interpret the consumer's choices by allocating the price
of the final product into value added in manufacturing
and the value of the raw material.
The raw material in the production of the final good
consists of the fabric for the designer, yarn for the
material manufacturer, and cotton for the textile mill.
Each of these market entities must interpret the
willingness of the other to pay for its product and the
attributes demanded by each entity.

Therefore, the

textile mills interpret the value and quality of the
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cotton that will provide a demanded yarn at a competitive
price and will ultimately satisfy the consumer.
The underlying goal of the textile manufacturer is
to maximize profits given the demand for the yarn.
Therefore, textile mills purchase cotton that will
process the most efficiently in their mills, while
satisfying the demands of the yarn buyers.

Differences

in yarn quality are assumed to be reflected in yarn
prices.

Cotton efficiency in processing leads to the

added value by the textile mill in processing the cotton
into yarn.

Thus, for textile mills to maximize profit as

a management criterion, the following necessary condition
must be met:
MPPz:., 1

*

Py

Pzi

for all Zi,

( 3. 4)

where:
MPPzuy =

marginal physical product of attribute Zi
in the production of yarn, y,
price of textile output, yarn, y, and

Py
P::i

-

implicit price of the i th cotton
characteristic.

The Pzi is also, in this context, equal to the value of
the marginal product of the ith attribute in the
production of y (VMPzi/y) when the mill is in equilibrium.
Thus, the demand for the ith cotton attribute, by the
manufacturer producing product y, is the derived demand
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equal to the VMPzuy (only when Z; is the only variable
input).
The derived demand and supply of cotton and cotton
attributes is now defined.

However, this relationship is

only a section of the overall picture when determining an
attribute relationship to the total price of the product.
Therefore the next section discusses the price-quality
relationship which relates the price of the product to
its individual quality attributes, thus determining the
effects of a change in quality on the price of the
attribute or total price of the product.
3.3 Nature of the Price-Quality
Relationships
The price-quality (P-Q) relationship is the relation
between the price of cotton or the implicit price of an
attribute and the level (quantity) of the attribute
holding all other attributes constant.
way

P~i

Thus, it is the

from equation (3.4) changes as the quantity of an

attribute changes, ceterus paribus.

This relationship

can also be interpreted as the marginal productivity or
use-value of the attribute in the production process.

As

the quantity of the quality attribute increases, the
efficiency or marginal productivity of the attribute
increases, leading to a price increase.

This is assuming

the attribute is a desirable one and vice-versa for an
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undesirable attribute.

Thus, the general shape of the P-

Q relationship of each attribute is set by the marginal
product of the quantity of each attribute in the
production of yarn.
The use-value of trash, whether classer's trash
designation or the first digit of the grade code, in
cotton in the making of yarn is thought to take on an
inverse shape of the typical transcendental production
function excluding stage three of production.

This

evaluation evolves from the fact that a low trash
designation will be the most productive trash level and
valued at the highest price because of the ease of
cleaning and spinning in processing.

The productivity

will only decrease slightly from there because moderately
low trash designations only present a small problem if
any in the production process.

However, the middle trash

designations is the point where the productivity begins
to decrease fairly rapidly because each additional trash
designation presents greater problems in cleaning and
spinning of the cotton.

The highest trash levels will be

most inefficient in processing.

Therefore, the marginal

change in use-value between them will be small, and the
price of cotton containing these designations will be
exceptionally low (see Figure 3.1(a)).
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(a)

[b)

TRASH

LEVEL 1 BAP.K

(c )

[d)

LEVEL 2 BARK

COLOR

(e)

REFLECTANCE

Figure 3.1.

Y E LL OVv' N ESS

Hypothesized price-quality relationships
for the cotton quality attributes of (a)
trash, (b) level 1 bark, (c) level 2 bark,
(d) color, (e) reflectance, and (f)
yellowness.
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In 1993, the attribute of trash in cotton will
separated in the grading process to better identify the
type of trash present in cotton.

Bark and grass will be

separately defined and measured in grading.

Bark in the

West Texas and Oklahoma regions will have the greatest
impact on price reporting; therefore, it will be
introduced into this study.

The quality evaluation will

designate bark as level 1 (low bark content) and level 2
(high bark content).
The level 1 and level 2 bark designations should
represent the amount of discount to be attached to a bale
of cotton when the presence of low bark and high bark
respectively, are discovered in the bale.

Given that

cotton is sold in mixed lots of a combination of bales,
the levels of bark can be examined as the percentage of
bark within the lot of cotton containing low bark and
high bark.
The level 1 bark percent is hypothesized to have
decreasing marginal productivity.

As the percentage of

the lot of cotton containing low bark increases the
amount the textile mills are willing to pay for that lot
will decrease at a increasing rate (see Figure 3.1(b)).
However, level 1 bark is not as severe as the level 2
bark because textile mills are better equipped to handle
small amounts of bark in cotton.
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The level 2 bark percent may be much more difficult
to hypothesize in the P-Q relationship.

Unlike the level

1 bark, the level 2 bark is much more difficult for the
textile mills to process, and thus will return a larger
discount (Brown and Ethridge, 1992).

For cotton

containing a low level 2 bark percentage the value of
that cotton will not be much less than a lot with zero
level 2 bark percent; however, this does depend on the
size of the lot.

As the percentage of the level 2 bark

in a lot increases the amount received for that lot will
begin to sharply decrease.

This will occur up to some

point where the percentage of level 2 bark is so great
that the price of that cotton cannot decrease much more.
At that point, the price will begin to level out.
Therefore, the hypothesized marginal productivity of
level 2 bark in the production process is the shape of an
inverse transcendental production function excluding
stage three of production, the same as the hypothesized
trash designation.

This is shown in Figure 3.1(c).

The color attribute in cotton has the potential to
affect the use-value of cotton in many stages of
processing.

The color of cotton can indicate that the

cotton is damaged andjor stained, which can mean the
fibers will not be as strong andjor problems can occur
during dyeing of the yarn.

One could estimate the
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use-value of the color attribute to be decreasing at a
increasing rate since different quantities of color
designations influence the ability to process the yarn
efficiently.

The more color, that being yellowness and

grayness of the cotton, the higher the color designation.
Thus, a low color designation will receive a higher
price.

As the color designation increases, the marginal

productivity of color in the production process will
decrease at a increasing rate, ceterus paribus.

This can

be seen in Figure J.l(d).
The color designation can be divided into its two
component parts, that being reflectance (Rd) and
yellowness (+b).

Both are objective measurements as

opposed to the less precise color code that will be part
of the official grading system.

Reflectance refers to

the percentage of light that the cotton will reflect.

If

the cotton is gray, there will be little reflectance, and
if the cotton is white the will be a great deal of
reflectance.

Therefore, as the percentage reflectance

increases in the cotton, the price of cotton will
increase.

Consequently, the marginal productivity value

of reflectance in the production of yarn should exhibit a
P-Q relationship that is increasing at a decreasing rate
as the percentage reflectance increases.

Distinguishing

that increasing whiteness in cotton will place
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increasingly more value on it by the textile
manufacturer.

This P-Q relationship is shown in Figure

3.1(e).
The degree of yellowness in cotton is determined by
a calculation known as Hunter's +b.

The degree of

yellowness in relation to the price of cotton is
negative.

As the units of yellowness increase, the price

of cotton will decrease, because the cotton is not as
pure and white as the manufacturer would prefer.

The

marginal productivity of yellowness in cotton is much the
same as described previously in the color digit of the
grade code.

A low degree of yellowness will receive a

higher price, and as the degree of yellowness increases
the marginal productivity of yellowness in the production
process will decrease at a increasing rate, ceterus
paribus.

This can be seen in Figure 3.1(f).

The

relationship between the grade code, reflectance, and
yellowness can be seen in Appendix A, Figure A.l, a
colorimeter chart produced by USDA.
The two digits of the grade, trash and color, are
questionable as to their exact P-Q relationship.

The

theoretical basis discussed here is quite relevant;
however, the way in which these two attributes are
graded, subjectively, gives rise to an area of possible
inconsistences.

Therefore, when the price of cotton is
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hypothesized to be decreasing at a increasing rate as
color increases, implying a concave P-Q curve, this may
be entirely false during some trading.
be linear or even convex.

The P-Q curve may

Thus, with this data, the only

precise hypothesis concerning trash and color is that the
P-Q relationships will be inverse.
Fiber length (staple) in the production process is
becoming less important because of advances in spinning
technology.

The cotton industry is moving more toward

the use of rotor spindles that do not require fibers as
long as the older ring spindles.

Yet, as far as the

price-quality relationship is concerned, the advances in
technology only affect the magnitude or position of the
relationship and not the general shape.

Consequently,

the marginal product of staple length in the production
of yarn is increasing at a decreasing rate because each
additional increment of length adds incrementally less to
the productivity of processing.

Thus, for each

additional length of cotton fiber, the price of cotton or
the implicit price of staple length will increase at a
declining rate, ceterus paribus.

This is shown in Figure

3.2(a).
The marginal product of micronaire in the production
of yarn is believed to have a quadratic shape.

It

increases at a decreasing rate at low micronaire levels,
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Figure 3.2.

(b)
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(d)

UNIFORMITY

Hypothesized price-quality relationships
for the cotton quality attributes of (a)
staple, (b) micronaire, (c) strength, and
uniformity.
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reaches a maximum (this has historically believed to have
been between micronaire readings of 3.5 to 4.9), and
decreases at an increasing rate at high micronaire
levels.

Therefore, low and high micronaire cotton brings

a lower price than the preferred micronaire readings,
ceterus paribus (see Figure 3.2(b)).
The strength of cotton fiber has consistently been
an important component in the production process.
Strength adds efficiency to all stages of processing,
including ginning and cleaning, carding, and spinning for
the textile mill.

It also affects individual textile

mills differently.

Textile mills using ring spindles

prefer high strength cotton more than mills using rotor
spindles because the ring spindles pull the fibers,
whereas rotor spindles use air to push the fibers.
However, strength is a desirable attribute for both types
of spindles.

The marginal product of strength is

expected to be increasing at a decreasing rate from low
strength (very weak fiber) to high strength (very strong
fiber).

This relationship is caused by the fact that

each additional gram per tex exhibits diminishing
marginal returns to the production process and price of
cotton, ceterus paribus.

This is shown in Figure 3.2(c).

The marginal productivity of length uniformity in
the production of yarn should exhibit a shape that
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.

1ncreases at a decreasing rate as uniformity increases.
Uniformity of fibers is needed to some degree so the
fibers will spin and intertwine together.

Thus, the

price of cotton with non-uniform fibers is low and
exhibits diminishing marginal returns as the fibers
become increasingly uniform in length.

This can be seen

in Figure 3.2(d).
The price-quality relationships discussed above can
be related to the marginal productivity or use-value in
the production of yarn.

These relationships are easy to

discuss in this context: however, when analyzing these
relationships in a supply and demand framework, the
concepts become much more difficult.

The next section

narrows the conceptual gap between supply and demand for
attributes and the price-quality relationship.
3.4 Implicit Price Determination
The aggregate supply and demand schedule can be
intuitively derived for a specific level of an attribute.
Up until now, the discussion has been concerned with the
general concept of the ith attribute, e.g., strength of
cotton fibers, when actually there are a discrete number
of levels (j's) of the i~h attribute, where the jth level
is a particular strength (25 grams per tex, for example).
Thus, when determining the quantity (i.e., number of
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bales) of an attribute, it must be segregated to each jth
level of the attribute so that the quantity containing a
specific jth level of the ith attribute, can be reflected.
Therefore, the aggregate demand for the jth level of the
. th
.
1 attr1bute is the sum of all firms' demand curves for
the jth level of the i th attribute.
The sum of all marginal cost curves above average
variable cost (producer supply curves) is equal to the
aggregate supply for the jth level of the i th attribute.
The producers' supply curves for the jth level of the i th
attribute are highly inelastic in the short-run, which is
relevant in this discussion since daily price reporting
is the topic in question.

Consequently, the equilibrium

implicit price of the i c:.'l attribute at the jth level is the
intersection between the aggregate supply and demand
curves.

This is shown in Figure 3.3.

Since there are a discrete number of levels of the
ith attribute (for example, 25, 26, 27, etc., grams per
tex of strength) within the population of daily sale
lots, there are a discrete number of supply and demand
curves for each level of the it~ attribute.
seen in Figure 3.4(a).

This can be

The equilibrium implicit price

for each jth level of the ith attribute can be transferred
across to another schedule, called the price-quality (PQ) schedule.

This schedule shows that as levels of the
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Derived demand and supply schedule for a
specific level of the Z1j attribute, and the
resulting equilibrium implicit price.
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attribute increase, the price increases, assuming the ith
attribute is a normal good or desirable attribute.

This

is shown in Figure 3.4(b).
Therefore, it is the price-quality schedule that
reflects the relationship between the price of cotton (or
implicit price of an attribute) and the level (or
quantity) of the attribute, holding all other attributes
constant.

As shown, this relationship is theoretically

derived from the supply and demand schedules and
equilibrium implicit prices of the levels of the
attributes.

Consequently, it is how the equilibrium

implicit price of the levels of the attributes change
across levels that determines the association between
attributes and the price of cotton.
Changes in supply and demand for quality attributes
directly affect the equilibrium implicit prices.
However, these relationships change little from day-today due to the competitive market structure for cotton.
Thus, the general price-quality relationship for each
attribute rarely changes shape, although small changes
in implicit prices from day-to-day do occur.

A small

change in the implicit prices will usually be caused by a
shift in the supply curve for the attribute levels.

This

is not to say that demand never shifts, but the shifts in
demand are less likely to occur from day-to-day because
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technology or demand shifting factors rarely change in a
single day.
When a change in a particular

jth

level's supply or

demand curve does occur, the effect is a change in the
magnitude of the P-Q curve at that particular
and possibly a change in the slope.

jth

level

A change in the

slope of the P-Q curve depends on the behavior of the
Other ]. th 1 eve 1 s ' supp 1 y an d d eman d sc h e d u 1 es.

If

implicit prices change proportionally the same for all
levels, then only a change in the magnitude of the P-Q
curve will occur.

However, if a change in supply or

. th e
d eman d occurs f or on 1 y one J. th 1 eve 1 , then a c h ange 1n
slope of the P-Q curve will occur.
affect of each

j~~

Thus determining the

levels supply and demand schedules on

the price-quality relationship is extremely difficult on
a day-to-day basis.

Consequently, the general shape of

the P-Q curve is indeterminable from a supply and demand
framework with any accuracy when dealing with a daily
pricing structure.
When concerned with a year-to-year analysis, the P-Q
relationship of each attribute may shift up or down
significantly; however, this will be caused by aggregate
supply and demand forces in the market.

For instance, if

the amount of trash content in cotton is high for a given
year, the P-Q curve may be shifted to represent a greater
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influence of trash content on the price of cotton.
However, this still does not affect the general shape of
the P-Q curve, and further identifies the price-quality
relationships' shapes to be use-value determined.
3.5 Hypothesized Relationships
The hypothesized price-quality relationships (P-Q
curve) are summarized as follows.

The P-Q curve for

trash content should take on an inverse transcendental
production function shape as if excluding stage three of
production.

The level 1 bark percent is hypothesized to

have a P-Q curve which is decreasing at a increasing rate
as the percentage increases.

The level 2 bark percent is

hypothesized to take on the same shape as the P-Q
relationship of trash and likewise of classer's trash.
The price-color attribute curve is hypothesized to be
decreasing at a increasing rate for increasing color
designations.

The shape of the price-reflectance

attribute curve is hypothesized to be increasing at a
decreasing rate for increasing reflectance percentages.
The P-Q curve of yellowness is hypothesized to be
decreasing at a increasing rate for increasing degrees of
yellowness.

Both the trash and color attributes contain

some uncertainty because of their subjective
measurements.

The P-Q curve for fiber length is
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hypothesized to be increasing at a decreasing rate for
increasing fiber lengths.

The hypothesized shape of the

price-micronaire attribute is quadratic where the second
derivative would be negative.

The P-Q curve for strength

is hypothesized to be increasing at a decreasing rate
from low to high strength cotton.

The P-Q curve for

length uniformity is hypothesized to be increasing at a
decreasing rate as fibers become more uniform in length.

CHAPTER IV
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The major objective of this study was to develop two
optimal model structures for pre (model 1) and post
(model 2) 1993/94 cotton grading systems.

The model

structure for the pre-1993/94 (current) grading system
uses HVI and the classer's grade code.

The model

structure for the post-1993/94 (upcoming) grading system
uses HVI and separate trash designations and color
measurements.
An overview of the methods and procedures is given
to direct the way of determining the two optimal model
structures.

All the methods and procedures were applied

to both model 1 and model 2.

A sample was drawn from the

population to test for the optimal model structure.

The

population consisted of all daily sales data provided by
PCCA and The Network for three marketing years.

A sample

was used because the population was too large and
cumbersome to perform all the needed procedures.

The

required sample size was determined, then the sample was
checked by comparing the means of each attribute within
the sample against the population.

Frequency

distributions were also obtained to evaluate how well the
samples represented each attribute.
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The first analytical stage consisted of performing a
partial regression analysis on the attributes and the
price of cotton.

The reasons for using partial

regression analysis was to determine how each cotton
quality attribute in the model affects the market price
of cotton given that all other attributes are already in
the model and there was no preconceived theory of how
quality affects price.

The partial regression results

reveal whether any interrelationships exists between
attributes, and whether any variables are not needed.
The partial regression analysis also indicates how a
given mathematical model structure might be corrected.
The next step was to test the two double-log model
structures using the random samples.

The double-log

model was the basis for the analysis since that model was
already known to have some desirable characteristics.
Residuals were regressed against each attribute to
determine how the log transformations made to those
variables in the models were correct or incorrect.

The

partial regression results were also used to verify the
residual analysis, because both the partial regression
analysis and residual analysis complement each other in
determining the correct functional form.

From this

point, other functional forms, varying from the doublelog models, were experimented with using a trial and
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error approach until the residual analysis confirmed the
correct functional form(s).

on the other hand, the

residual analysis may not necessarily reveal the correct
functional form(s).
The following presentation of the methods and
procedures is divided into four categories.

The first

section describes the two sets of data used in the
analysis.

The second section outlines the sampling

procedure used to establish a statistically significant
random sample of regressible days of data.

The third

section describes the method of using partial regression
analysis.

The fourth section describes how residual

tests were performed on the various functional form
models, beginning with double-log models.

The residual

analysis performed on the experimental functional forms
determined where the bias or incorrect fit occurred and
the correct model structures.
4.1 The Daily Sales Data
There were two totally separate, yet related, sets
of data used for the development of the two optimal
functional form hedonic models.

The daily data received

by Texas Tech University (TTU) on a daily basis since
1989 will be obsolete for use of price estimation on a
day-to-day basis at the start of the 1993/94 marketing
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year.

Another set of data was obtained to determine the

correct functional form for model 2, representing the
expanded form for the price structure beginning in
August, 1993.

The data descriptions will first discuss

the data used for model 1, then for the development of
model 2.
The set of data used for model 1 was daily lot
cotton sales data collected and still being updated on a
daily basis by the Department of Agricultural Economics
at TTU.

The lot sales data were collected from

instrument graded cotton sold through two electronic
marketing systems for the working days of March 16, 1989
to July 31, 1992.

For this analysis, the data from the

1989/90, 1990/91, and 1991/92 cotton marketing years was
applied.

Telcot, a computerized electronic spot market

operating throughout Texas and Oklahoma, provides a
system of remote terminals to participating cooperative
gins and subscribing cotton merchants.

Terminals are

linked with a central computer at Plains Cotton
cooperative Association (PCCA) (Ethridge, 1978).

The

system provides sales information, including producer
sale prices, lot size, current loan value, and warehouse
and gin location for each lot of cotton sold.

The system

also includes cotton quality information on averages for
classer's grade (leaf and color) code, staple,
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micronaire, strength, and length uniformity (Neeper,
1985).

Other information included in the Telcot data

were the date of sale, whether harvested with pickers or
strippers, and premium over loan value.

In total, there

were 22 separate items reported for each lot sale in the
data collected.
The other data contributor was The Network, a
privately owned electronic cotton marketing firm in
Lubbock, Texas.

Its system operates predominantly in the

Texas Rolling Plains and provides essentially the same
information as PCCA.

Although the number of sales were

significantly less than PCCA, The Network's presence in
the overall set of data provides variability as well as
reliability to the significance of results.
The complete set of data contains over 700 days of
sales.

There were some days in which trading was light,

i.e., fewer than 40 daily sales or observations.
However, the set of data was extensive in the varying
attributes and supply of cotton during the years covered.
The 1989/90 marketing year was fairly typical with
respect to quality of the crop and production.
Production of Texas and Oklahoma cotton was low in the
1990/91 marketing year, and the cotton disappeared
quickly on the market.

Adequate trading ended early in

the season (late February).

The 1991/92 marketing year
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had the lowest quality on record in terms of trash
content.

The number of bales reduced in grade due to

bark was greater than in any past marketing years.

The

wide variety between marketing years made for an
exceptional set of daily lot sales data.
The set of data used for model 2 was very similar to
the model 1 data.

The variables included in this set of

data for each lot sale were the same except that the
classer's grade code was broken out into its component
parts--reflectance (Rd), yellowness (+b), classer's trash
code, level 1 bark percent, and number of bales reduced
in grade for eleven different reasons, including average
rule, all specified separately.

This set of data

included 27 variables over a range of dates including the
1990/91 and 1991/92 marketing years.

This set of data

was obtained from only one contributor, that being PCCA.
The new data provide some advantages from a
statistical standpoint.

The addition of the Rd and +b

allowed for a scalar number to measure the color of the
cotton, thus eliminating the code designated by the
cotton classer in the grade.

The use of the classer's

trash, while still not objective, provided a less
manipulated number than the first digit of the grade code
in the first set of data.

The grade reductions allowed

for the determination of the percentage of cotton reduced
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.

1n grade(s) because of a multiple of reasons, and in this
particular case bark was the essential reason under
consideration.

The basis for using this set of data was

to allow for the determination of the appropriate
functional form model for the upcoming 1993/94 marketing
year, when changes to cotton price reporting system will
occur.

At that time, the statistical price reporting

system will be ready for the grading system changes.
4.2 Sampling Procedure
The procedure used for determining an adequate
sample of daily sales data was taken from the method of
determining the size of the sample in surveys (Alder and
Roessler, 1977).

In determining the correct sample size,

(1) the table t-value at

the following must be known:

the desired confidence level and degrees of freedom of
the initial sample; (2) the variance of the error terms
in the initial sample; and (3) the desired allowable
prediction error.

The sample size formula is as follows:
n=( t(s) )2

d

( 4. 1)

where:
n

optimal sample size,

t - table t-value at the desired confidence level
and degrees of freedom of the initial sample,
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s - standard deviation of error terms in the initial
sample, and
d

=

maximum allowable prediction error.

The initial sample data used were obtained from
research using this data for cotton lot price prediction
(Ethridge, Engels, and Brown, 1992).

In that analysis, a

sample of 171 observations and a sample standard
deviation of 2.5408 cents and degrees of freedom of 169.
The table t-value used at a 95% significance level was
1.96.

The maximum allowable prediction error was decided

to be 1 cent. Therefore, a sample size (n) was calculated
to be 24.8007, or 25 days of data.

The sample of days

was randomly drawn from the list of days that contained
40 or more observations within each day.

This number of

40 observations has been the standard used by the daily
price estimation system which came from the rule of thumb
of five times the number of variables in the model.

The

sample for developing model 2 included the same days used
for model 1 except the days that data were not obtained
from the data contributor--that being the 1989/90
marketing year.

Consequently, the model 2 sample

contained only 18 days of data throughout two marketing
years.
To determine whether the samples truly represented
the population a comparison of samples was made.

The
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mean of each attribute from the two samples were tested
against their respective full sets of data.

To test the

means of the samples against the population, a t-test was
applied.

The formula for the t-test was as follows:

X-Y

t=---

~

(4.2)

where:
t

calculated t-value for testing the mean of an
attribute,

X

the attribute's mean value from the random
sample,

Y

- the attribute's mean value from the entire set
of data, i.e., the population, and

Sx

the attribute's standard deviation from the
random sample.

The hypothesis tested was that the mean was not
statistically different from the population mean at a
significance level of 5%.

Infinite degrees of freedom

was used because there were 6,432 lot sales in the 25 day
sample and 68,295 lot sales in the entire set of data.
The 68,295 lot sales were made up of 2,792,008 bales of
cotton in the three marketing years.
In comparing the 25 day sample for model 1, the
means of the lot cotton price, trash, color, staple,
strength, uniformity, and micronaire were tested against
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the means for the entire 700 days of data.

The results

of the comparisons obtained by the use of t-tests are
presented in Appendix C, Table C.1.

The t-tests

indicated that all the variable means in the sample are
not statistically different from those of the population.
The random sample of 18 days of data for testing
model 2 was also compared to its entire set of data to
ensure a true representation of the population.

The

.

compar1son was conducted on the lot price of cotton and
the attributes of classer's trash, reflectance,
yellowness, staple, strength, uniformity, micronaire,
level 1 bark, and level 2 bark.

The number of

observations in the sample was 5,564 lot sales and in the
entire set of data was 53,647 lot sales.

The results of

the t-tests again indicated that the sample was a true
representation of the population (see Appendix

c, Table

C.2).
A frequency distribution of the attributes for model
1 were also obtained to determine whether a normal

distribution existed across attribute levels.

This

analysis showed where trouble areas might occur when
using ordinary least squares regression assuming normally
distributed variables.
presented in Appendix

The frequency distributions are

c,

Figure C.1, for the lot price of

cotton; Figure C.2, for the trash code; Figure C.3, for
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the color code; etc.

All attributes exhibited a

relatively normal distribution.

The distribution of the

trash and color attributes, while normal, showed a large
amount of whole number observations, indicating that the
values are designations rather than scalar, numerical,
objective readings.

The other attributes exhibited a

normal distribution across all real numbers.
A frequency distribution was also obtained for the
18 day sample.

The attributes appeared to be normally

distributed, which meets the underlying assumption of
ordinary least squares regression.

The reflectance and

yellowness variables used in this sample for color were
approximately normal distributions, as expected, since
the measures were mechanically obtained.

The yellowness

attribute had a large quantity of observations on one end
of the distribution that was unexplained.

The classer's

trash designation still exhibited more observations on
the whole numbers, but the distribution was still normal.
The level 1 bark distribution did not vary much across
bark percentages except with zero and 100% bark percent
lots where there were a large quantity of observations.
The level 2 bark distribution was much the same as with
the level 1 bark except most of the observations had no
level 2 bark, i.e., 0% level 2 bark.

The frequency
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distributions for the 18 day sample are shown in Appendix

c, Figures c.a through C.17.
4.3 Partial Regression Analysis
The method of computing the partial regressions was
used to identify the proper functional forms to be
tested, and to identify how each attribute should fit
into the model when all other relevant attributes were
present.

In the partial regressions, both the price and

the attributes were regressed against the other
attributes in the models and the residuals were retained
for each.

These residuals identified the part of each

variable that was not linearly associated with the other
attributes already in the models.

The plot or regression

of these residuals against each other revealed (1) the
nature of the regression relation for the attributes
under consideration and (2) the marginal importance of
that attribute in reducing the residual variance (Neter,
wasserman, and Kutner, 1989).

To obtain the needed

residuals for determining how each attribute should be
included, the following regressions were performed and
residuals calculated for all attributes:
( 4. 3)

(4.4)
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(4.5)
(4.6)
where:
P1 -

lot price of cotton for all i,

Zk

all attributes in the model not under
consideration (i.e., excluding attribute j),

e1 - residual terms for all i, and

zj-

the attribute under consideration (i.e.,
excluded from Zk).

In other words, the price was regressed against all
attributes excluding the one under consideration and the
residuals were obtained.

Secondly, the attribute under

consideration was regressed against all other attributes
and the residuals were obtained.

Finally, the partial

regression plots and regressions were obtained by
plotting and regressing the first residuals obtained
above against the second residuals and the second
residuals squared for all attributes.

Thus, the final

regressions for all attributes were as follows:
( 4. 7)

where the B's are the regression coefficients, which
indicate the functional form in which the attribute
should be placed in the models.
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The next major step was to test the double-log model
comparing the results given by the partial regressions,
and to adapt the double-log model to the results obtained
from the partial regressions.

These procedures were

applied to both the model 1 and model 2 samples.
4.4 Analysis of Model Results
To test the double-log models, the samples of
randomly selected days of daily lot sales were used.
Ordinary least squares regression was run on each sample
day to obtain the residuals from the double-log models.
All the sample days were then appended together so that
each of the two model samples could be analyzed for the
entire sample period.

Residuals were analyzed to

determine any inconsistencies, inefficiencies, or bias in
the two models.
In the residual analysis, the error terms of each
day's sales included in the random sample were plotted
and regressed against each attribute.

This test revealed

any problems in the functional fit of the double-log
models.

When the residuals were plotted and regressed

against each attribute, the following evaluations were
made:

(1) it was determined whether the error terms were

linear in log form across attribute levels for all
attributes by visually observing the scatter plots as
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well as regressing the error terms against each attribute
in the varying functional forms;

(2) regressions of error

terms against attributes were checked for equal variance
across attribute quantities, homoscedasticity; (3) a
visual evaluation was also made to determine whether
consistent patterns of the error terms existed across
attribute levels.

This analysis gave insight into the

cause of the bias of the double-log models.
From this analysis, any significant deviations from
the expected patterns of the error terms provided a basis
for determining the correct functional forms.

A trial

and error method of other functional forms or a
combination of transformations of selected variables were
tested to correct the bias.

These transformations were

made in cooperation with the results given by the partial
regression analysis and the residual tests of the doublelog models.

The other functional forms of the models

were tested in the same manner as the double-log models
to determine the appropriate functional form for
estimating the daily market price of cotton.
A simplified example of the trial and error method
of finding the correct functional forms is detailed here.
For instance, double-log model 2 indicated the residual
pattern against trash was concave, not convex as the
double-log transformation forces the relationship to be.
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Thus, a quadratic transformation was made to trash to try
to relieve the bias for that specific variable.

Model

regressions were run for each day within the sample and
the days appended so that the residual for the entire
sample could be regressed against the attributes and the
residual tests performed.

If at this point, the trash

bias was not corrected or another residual regression
against another attribute indicated a bias, then that
attribute with the bias would be transformed in such a
way to hopefully fix the bias.

Consequently, the model

regressions and residual analysis would have to be
performed once again.

This routine was performed

repeatedly until the best functional form for estimating
the daily market pr1ce of cotton was achieved.
once the original double-log models had been tested
though the residual analysis, it was decided that other
functional forms would be first tested for model 2.

This

decision was made because the frequency distributions as
well as the known characteristics of the data for model 2
was conceptually more appealing than that of model 1.
specifically, the use of the reflectance and yellowness
variables were known to be scalars, unlike their
counterpart of color used in model 1.

Also, policy

makers throughout the u.s. were in dire need of premiums
and discounts for trash and bark, specifically, for the
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development of the 1993 cotton loan program in which
model 2 could provide.

Therefore, model 2 was the first

model evaluated after the original double-log models and
partial regression analysis had been performed.

Once the

correct functional form of model 2 had been developed and
tested, focus was shifted to model 1, using what was
known about the specific attributes in model 2.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The results and findings discussed below are the
result of the methods and procedures used to meet the
study objectives.
sections.

This chapter is divided into seven

The first section details the findings of the

partial regression analysis for model 1 and the second
section for model 2.

The third section discusses the

results of the residual tests applied to double-log model
1.

Likewise, the fourth section describes the results of

the residual tests applied to double-log model 2.

The

fifth section explains the results of the residual tests
applied to various trial and error determined functional
forms of model 2.

The sixth section follows the fifth

section by describing the results of the residual tests
applied to various trial and error determined functional
forms of model 1.

Thus, the last two sections determine

the optimal hedonic model structures for daily cotton
market price reporting for pre and post 1993/94 marketing
years.

Finally the seventh sections summarizes the

important points of this study.
5.1 Partial Regression Results of Model 1
The partial regressions were performed on the nonlogged values of the attributes as if there were no
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preconceived theory of how the attributes should appear
in the models.

The partial regression results of model 1

are shown in Appendix D, Table D.l.

The partial

regression plots were not obtained: although the
residuals were regressed on each other to determine how
each attribute should appear in the model.

The partial

regression statistics indicated the direction of the
slope the attribute should have as well as whether the
attribute should be linear or curvilinear.

It also

determines if the variable decreases the variance of the
prediction error, i.e., should be included in the model.
The probabilities of the t-values for each statistic are
presented under each statistic in Table 0.1.

The

probabilities less than a significance level of 5%
indicated that the statistic is significant in explaining
the shape of the price-quality relationship the variable
should have in the model.
The partial regression analysis indicated that the
trash variable (Gl) should be included in the model as a
curvilinear variable decreasing at an increasing rate.
This shape is concluded from the fact that the variable
statistics are positive for the intercept, negative for
the slope, and negative for the slope change.

Thus, the

price-trash relationship has a negative slope that is
decreasing at an increasing rate.

The fact that all the
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statistics are significant to at least the 5%
significance level also indicates the variable is
relevant in the explanation of changes in price due to
changes in trash.
The color code variable (G2) should be included in
the model as a curvilinear variable decreasing at a
increasing rate.

This shape is derived from the fact

that the partial regression results of the residual
regression had statistics that were positive for the
intercept, negative for the slope, and negative for the
slope change.

Also all the statistics were significant

to a one-hundredth percent significance level.
The staple attribute (STA) should also be included
in the model as a curvilinear variable increasing at a
decreasing rate because the statistics from the partial
regression were a positive intercept and slope, and a
negative slope change.

The intercept was only

significant to a 5.7% significance level; however, the
other two statistics were significant to at least a 1%
significance level.
The strength variable (STR) will be presented in the
model as a curvilinear variable increasing at a
decreasing rate.

The statistics for this attribute were

a positive intercept and slope, and negative slope
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change.

All the statistics for strength were significant

to at least a 3% significance level.
The uniformity variable (U) should not be included
in the model because the results indicated that the
addition of uniformity to the model does not decrease the
variance in the prediction of the lot price of cotton.
The statistics for this variable were positive for the
intercept and negative for both the slope and slope
change, which is inconsistent with the underlying theory.
The only statistic that was significant for uniformity
was the slope change.

Since the other two statistics

were insignificant, this attribute should not be included
in the model.
The partial regression for micronaire (M) indicated
that it should be included in the model.
were all significant.

The statistics

The statistics indicated that the

transformation for the micronaire attribute should be a
quadratic because the statistics were positive for both
the intercept and slope and negative for the slope
change, which in absolute value is of greater magnitude
than the slope.
Therefore, the partial regressions for the data used
for model 1 resulted in the inclusion of all the
attributes except uniformity into the model.

The

variables of trash and color should be curvilinear
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decreasing at an increasing rate.

The attributes of

staple and strength should be increasing at a decreasing
rate and micronaire should be in quadratic form with a
negative second derivative.
5.2 Partial Regression Results of Model 2
The partial regression results of the data for model
2 are shown in Appendix D, Table 0.2.

Again, the partial

regression analysis was performed using the non-logged
form of the variables.

The classer's trash variable

(CTR) partial regression indicated that it should be
included in the model in a curvilinear shape that is
decreasing at an increasing rate.

The statistics were

all significant with the intercept being positive, and
the slope and slope change being negative.

This

verifies, or at least does not contradict the finding of
the data from model 1.
The addition of reflectance (Rd) in model 2 is shown
to be beneficial by the partial regression.

The

statistics for reflectance indicate that it should be
included in the model in a curvilinear fashion that is
increasing at a decreasing rate.

The intercept statistic

was not significant, but the other two statistics were
significant.

The intercept and slope were positive and

the slope change statistic was negative.
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Yellowness (+b) partial regression results indicated
that it should also be included in the model.
statistics were significant.

All the

The intercept was positive

and the slope and slope change statistics were negative.
Therefore, the shape of this variable in the model should
be curvilinear, decreasing at an increasing rate.
The staple (STA) and strength (STR) variables should
both be included in model 2 in the same functional form
as in model 1.

The results of the partial regressions

for both variables indicated that the variables should be
curvilinear, increasing at a decreasing rate.

All the

statistics were significant except the intercept for
staple.

The partial regression for uniformity (U) again

indicated that the variable should not be included in the
model.
The statistics for micronaire (M) were all
significant and again indicated that the attribute should
be included in the model in a quadratic form.

The

intercept and slope were positive and the slope change
was negative.

The absolute magnitude of the slope change

statistic was greater than the slope thus causing the
price-quality curve to decrease relatively quickly.
The partial regression for level 1 bark (LB)
indicated that the variable may not decrease the variance
of the models prediction error.

The only significant
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statistic was the slope.

Both the intercept and slope

change were not significant: however, the P-Q
relationship shown by the partial regression was as
hypothesized.

The intercept was positive and both the

slope and slope change were negative, thus indicating
that LB should be included in the model in a negative
sloping linear form.
The level 2 bark (HB) variable's partial regression
results indicated that it should be included in the
model.

The intercept was positive and not significant:

however, the slope and slope change were both negative
and both significant.

Thus, level 2 bark should be

included in model 2 in a curvilinear shape that is
decreasing at an increasing rate.
The partial regressions for model 2 indicated that
all the variables should be included in the model except
uniformity.

Classer's trash, yellowness, and level 2

bark should be included in a functional form in such a
way that the P-Q curves for these attributes were
decreasing at an increasing rate.

The level 1 bark

variable should be included in a functional form in a
negative linear fashion.

The attributes of reflectance,

staple, and strength should be included in such a way
that their P-Q curves are increasing at a decreasing
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rate, and micronaire should be included in quadratic form
having a negative second derivative.
5.3 Residual Test Results of Double-Log
Model 1
The double-log model, model 1, was run for each of
the 25 days in the sample, and the residuals obtained for
each observation.

The functional form of the model in

multiplicative form was as follows:
( 5. 1)

where the variables are as described in chapter 1 with
the exception of G2.

G2 here, and for now on, is equal

to the second digit of the grade code plus 1.

The

addition of CT is a dummy variable to identify between
the two data contributors.

CT equals one for The

Network's lot sales data and zero for PCCA's data.
The residuals from each daily model were collected
from the all signs correct model, meaning that if a
hypothesized sign of a variable's coefficient did not
appear in the results of the daily model, the variable
was dropped and the model ran again.

The hypothesized

signs for the model coefficients were negative for trash
(G1), below grade (BG), color (G2), and micronaire
squared (M 2 ) , and positive for staple (STA), strength
(STR), uniformity (U), and micronaire (M).

The regional
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(R) and contributor (CT) dummy variables were allowed to
take on any value.
Variance inflation factors (VIF) to test for
multicollinearity were obtained and evaluated for each
day's model.

Only high correlation existed between the

micronaire and micronaire squared variables, which was
expected.

However, when evaluating this potential

problem from the significance of the t-values, it is
shown that the correlation does not affect the model's
prediction ability and thus does not present a problem.
The probabilities for the t-values were always
significant, usually to a significance level of 0.0001.
Once the all signs correct model residuals had been
obtained, and multicollinearity was determined not to be
a problem.

The observations for all days were appended

to perform the residual tests for the 25 day sample.

The

residuals of the 25 day sample were regressed against
each variable included in the model.

The variables in

log form were identified in the appendix with a "L" in
front of the abbreviated variables.

The lot sales price

of cotton was also in log form as described by the
double-log model.
In the procedures, the dummy variables of R, CT, and
slope change dummy variable BG were included in the model
regressions.

However, they were not evaluated for the
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functional form in the residual analysis because they
were dummy variables and prior evaluations had been made
in determining how they should participate in the model,
specifically the BG variable.
The regression statistics for residual terms from
the double-log model 1 regressed against each variable
within the model should be zero if that variable
transformation is correct.

If the residual statistics

are not zero and are significant, then that
transformation was not correct because the residuals are
not linear across attribute levels.

The residual

regression line indicates the direction in which the
transformation of that variable is not allowing a change
in that variable to accurately track the change in the
price of cotton, ceterus paribus.

The statistics for the

residual regressed against the variable and the variable
squared in the appropriate form (logged except for
micronaire) are shown with the probability of the t-value
for each statistic shown below the statistic.

If the

transformation of the variable was an accurate
transformation for tracking a change in price from a
change in that variable, holding all other variables
constant, the t-values for statistics for that variable
will not be significant.

If the t-value's probabilities

are greater than 5%, then the transformation to that
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variable is assumed to be an accurate one for the model.
The results of the residual regressions are shown in
Appendix E, Table E.l.
The residuals regressed against the trash code
variable in log form (LGl) were all statistically
significant.

This indicated that there exists a

significant relationship between the residuals and LGl.
Therefore, the log transformation of trash is not the
"best" transformation for following a change in price
from a change in trash, ceterus paribus.

In model 1, a

negative coefficient was hypothesized, thus the
relationship between the price of cotton and trash was
decreasing at a decreasing rate, i.e., convex to the
origin.

The residual regression for trash indicated that

the residual pattern was concave to the origin.

This

comes from that fact that the residuals should be linear
when regressed against the LGl, when actually the
residuals were quadratic with a negative second
derivative.

The intercept was negative, the slope was

positive, and the variable squared (i.e., slope change)
was negative.
The residual regression statistics for the log of
color (LG2) were all statistically significant.

The

intercept and slope change were both negative and the
slope was positive.

This identifies that the log of
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color is not the appropriate transformation of color in
the daily tracking of the lot price of cotton.

The

significant quadratic residual regression line going from
negative to positive back to negative as LG2 increases,
indicates the P-Q relationship for color should be either
linear or concave to the origin, not convex as with the
log form.
The residual regression statistics for the log of
staple (LSTA) were also all statistically significant.
This identifies that the LSTA is not the appropriate
transformation of staple in model 1.

The intercept and

slope change were both negative and the slope was
positive in the residual regression.

The quadratic

residual pattern with a negative second derivative
indicates that the price-staple relationship should
embody a more dramatic curve than the log transformation
will allow.
The statistics for the log of strength (LSTR) were
all not significant.

Therefore, the log transformation

to strength is the appropriate transformation if all the
other variables in the model were correct and no
collinearity existed.

The P-Q relationship for strength

imposed by the double-log model is increasing at a
decreasing rate as strength increases, which the residual
test identifies as correct.
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The residual regression statistics for the log of
uniformity (LU) were all not significant, indicating that
the log transformation was appropriate in this functional
form model.

The P-Q relationship for uniformity was the

same as for strength because the theory only excepts a
positive relationship for both of these variables.

The

statistics for micronaire (M) were all not significant.
The statistics all took on the value of zero and thus the
t-probabilities were all one.

This indicated that the

quadratic form of micronaire in the model is definitely
the appropriate transformation.
The predicted log price of cotton from model 5.1 was
regressed against the actual log price of cotton.

The

adjusted R2 was 0.9801 meaning that 98.01% of the
variation in the log of price was explained by the model
when adjusted by the associated degrees of freedom of
each sum of squares.

The statistics for this regression

indicated that this model had a bias in its prediction.
If no prediction bias existed, the intercept would be
zero and the slope would take on a value of one.

For

this regression there exists a small bias because the
statistics were 0.0765 for the intercept and 0.9801 for
the slope.

Therefore, this model is overpredicting the

price at low prices and underpredicting the price at high
prices.
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5.4 Residual Test Results of Double-Log
Model 2
The double-log model, model 2, was also regressed
until the all signs correct coefficients were reached for
each of its 18 days in the sample.

The below grade dummy

variable was not included in this model because the bark
variables accounted for this quality.

The contributor

dummy variable was also not included because the data
came from only one source.

The regional dummy variable

was included, but was not evaluated in the residual
analysis.

The all signs correct coefficients were the

same as in model 1, including a positive sign for
reflectance and negative signs for yellowness, level 1
bark, and level 2 bark.

It was again determined that

there was no significant multicollinearity problem in the
model.

The functional form of model 2 was as follows:

where:
p
CTR

- price of the mixed lot in cents per pound,
average of the classer's trash designations in
the mixed lot,

Rd

- average of the percentage of reflectance in
the mixed lot,
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+b

- average of the yellowness readings (hunter's
+b calculation) in the mixed lot,

LB

- percentage of level 1 bark in the mixed lot,

HB

- percentage of level 2 bark in the mixed lot,

and the other variables are the same as described in
Chapter I and in model 5.1.
Therefore, the residuals were obtained for each
observation from the all signs correct model.

All

observations from each of the sample days were appended
together for the entire sample and the residual tests
performed, just as with model 5.1.

All variables were

tested in log form except micronaire, level 1 bark, and
level 2 bark.

The results of the residual regressions,

including the coefficients (statistics) and tprobabilities, are shown in Appendix E, Table E.2 for
each variable in the model.
The results of the residual regressions were similar
to those of model 5.1 for like variables.

The staple

(LSTA), strength (LSTR), uniformity (LU), and micronaire
(M) variables exhibited the same residual pattern as in
model 5.1.

The residual results for LSTA were all

significant, thus indicating that the log transformation
did not allow enough bend to accurately follow the pricequality (P-Q) relationship in this functional form.
residual results for LSTR, LU, and M were all not

The
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significant, indicating that the log transformations for
strength and uniformity and the quadratic for micronaire
in this functional form were all correct transformations.
The residual regression results for the log of
classer's trash (LCTR) were somewhat different than the
results for the log of the trash code (LGl) in model 5.1.
The statistics for LCTR were all significant indicating
that this was not the appropriate transformation for this
model.

The intercept, slope, and slope change were all

negative.

This indicates that the log transformation

overestimated the effects of classer's trash on the price
of cotton.

The residual regression line is decreasing at

an increasing rate indicating that the convex P-Q
relationship forced by the double-log model is backwards.
The P-Q relationship should be concave to the origin.
The replacement of the log of color with the log of
reflectance (LRd) and the log of yellowness (L(+b))
presented some interesting results.

The residual

regression statistics for LRd were all not significant,
indicating that the log transformation was appropriate.
However, the residual regression statistics for L(+b)
were statistically significant.

The residual regression

line was quadratic in shape with a negative second
derivative.

The intercept and slope change statistics

were negative and the slope was positive.

This indicated
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that the convex P-Q relationship forced by the double-log
model was under estimating the price of cotton at low and
high yellowness reading and over estimating price at
middle range yellowness readings, ceterus paribus.
Therefore, the log transformation of yellowness is not
the appropriate transformation in this functional form
model.
The residual regression results for level 1 bark
(LB) were all not significant.

Thus, the log-linear P-Q

relationship of level 1 bark in the model is correct.
The residual regression statistics for level 2 bark (HB)
were significant for the slope and slope change and
insignificant for the intercept.

The intercept and slope

change were positive and the slope was negative.

This

identifies that the log-linear form of level 2 bark in
model 5.2 is not the appropriate way to capture the
change in the daily price of cotton from a change in
percentage of level 2 bark in the lot of cotton.

This

residual regression line provides evidence that the P-Q
relationship of HB should be sharply convex in the model,
not log-linear.
The predicted log price of cotton from model 5.2 was
regressed against the actual log price of cotton.

The

adjusted RL was 0.9618 meaning that 96.18% of the
adjusted variation in price was explained by the model.
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The adjustment is made to each of the sum of squares by
dividing them by their associated degrees of freedom.
The statistics for this regression indicated that model
5.2 had a larger bias than model 5.1.

The statistics for

the price of cotton were an intercept of 0.1463 and slope
of 0.9618, indicating that the model overestimated prices
at low prices and under estimated prices at high prices.
Therefore, the problems that existed for model 5.2
were with the classer's trash, yellowness, staple, and
level 2 bark transformations.

These are much the same as

with model 5.1 where the trash code, color, and staple
were not tracking price changes for the respective
attributes.
The following section describes residual test
results of other transformations made to the problem
variables for their respective models.

These

transformations were performed to correct the significant
residual patterns and correct bias in the daily lot
cotton market price predictions.
5.5 Other Functional Form Residual Test
Results; Model 2
In developing the other functional form models to
test, the decision was made to first determine the
correct functional form for model 2 (model 5.2).

Both

analyses' results indicated that the classer's trash
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attribute should be concave to the origin in the P-Q
relationship curve.

Thus, the CTR variable was

transformed by discarding the log of it and squaring it
to allow for a concave P-Q curve.
The residual bias with the level 2 bark variable
(HB) was also addressed.

The residual regression

analysis for HB in model 5.2 indicated that its P-Q curve
should have a sharper bend than the log-linear form would
allow.

Thus, HB was transformed in this model in a

quadratic form, forcing the HB coefficient to be negative
and the HBL coefficient to be positive.
The problems identified with yellowness (L(+b)) and
staple (LSTA) were foregone until CTR and HB could be
corrected.

If no multicollinearity exists, the

transformation to CTR and HB should not affect the other
coefficients andjor problems.

Therefore, the model's

functional form became:
P=baeb1cTR2Rdb2( +b)baSTA b4STRb5Ube
b-,M +beM 2+¥+~oLB+b11HB+b1~B 2

e

( 5. 3)

e.

The residual regression analysis of model 5.3
indicated that the transformation of squaring CTR and the
quadratic form of HB corrected the residual bias and were
the appropriate transformations for the model.

The

residual regression statistics and t-probabilities are
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shown in Appendix E, Table E.3.

The t-probabilities for

the residual statistics for CTR were greater than 0.90
and for HB were equal to 1.0, indicating that there was
no residual bias caused by these variables.

The other

variables' residual regression analysis indicated that
the residual bias still existed for L(+b) and LSTA;
however, the transformations to CTR and HB did lessen the
significance of the residual bias concerning them.
The CTR and HB transformations affected the
significance of the residual bias for length uniformity.
The t-probabilities for the residual regression
statistics for uniformity were greater than 6.5%, meaning
the residual bias was still not significant, but closer
than in the previous models.

The t-probabilities for the

residual regression statistics for both reflectance and
level 1 bark were only sightly affected.
The adjusted R2 for this model was 0.9646.

The

prediction bias for this model was only slightly better
than model 5.2.

This model, like model 5.2, was

overpredicting prices at low prices and underpredicting
prices at high prices.

Model 5.3 had a low degree of

multicollinearity with the quadratic transformation
variables.
day's model.

This is determined from the VIF from each
A variable with a VIF greater than 10, as a
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rule of thumb, indicates the variable may have a
correlation problem in the model.
The previous residual analysis of the functional
forms of model 2 as well as the partial regression
results had indicated that yellowness (+b) should have a
concave downward sloping P-Q relationship.

Analysis had

also revealed that the log transformation of staple was
not allowing a sharp enough bend in the P-Q curve for the
staple attribute.

Therefore, it was decided to transform

+b in the next model by squaring it, thus forcing a
concave shape, and transforming STA by placing it into
the model in a quadratic, and forcing a positive first
coefficient and negative second coefficient.

The other

variables in the model remained the same as in model 5.3.
Thus the next functional form tested was as follows:

P=boe b1CTR2Rd~e b3( +b)2+b~TA +bf?TA 2STRbe u~

e

bp# +bgM 2 +b1oR+b11LB+b1#B+b1~B 2

(5.4)

e.

The residual regression analysis results of model
5.4, shown in Appendix E, Table E.4, indicated that all
the residual bias across attributes had been alleviated
with the exception of yellowness (+b).

Apparently the

squaring of +b overcorrected the problems previously
found in the other functional forms.

The t-probabilities

were significant to a level equal to or less than
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0.0033%.

The residual regression statistics were

quadratic with a positive second derivative, opposite of
the previous transformation results.
The residual regression statistics for the quadratic
transformation of STA indicated that it was the
appropriate form.

The quadratic transformation allowed

enough bend in the P-Q relationship, ceterus paribus, to
accurately track changes in price from a change in
staple.

The residual analysis of all the other variables

in the model indicated that there was no residual bias;
therefore, the other transformations were correct.
The adjusted R2 for this model was 0.9646.

The

prediction bias for this model was basically the same as
the previous model with an intercept of 0.1355 and slope
of 0.9646.

Model 5.3 again showed multicollinearity to

exist for the quadratic transformed variables.

The

staple variables had VIF's that ranged in the thousands,
the micronaire variables VIF's ranged in the hundreds,
and the level 2 bark variables VIF's ranged in the teens.
However, the t-values for these variables were usually
significant to a 5% significance level, and the
micronaire variables were always significant, indicating
that the multicollinearity was not a substantial problem.
Thus far, the previous residual analysis of the
functional forms had indicated that yellowness (+b)
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should not have a convex or a concave P-Q relationship.
Therefore, it was decided to transform +b in the next
model by leaving it log-linear.

This would allow for

only a slight convex shape, holding all other variables
constant.

The variable could not take on a true linear

shape since price was in log form.

The other variables

were placed in the next model the same as in model 5.4.
Thus, the next functional form tested was:
p =boe b1CTR Rd~e b3( +b)+b~TA +bfP'A STRbe u~
2

e

2

baM +bgM 2 +b1oR+b11LB+b 1 ~B+b 1 ~B 2

(5.5)

€.

The residual regression results of model 5.5, shown
in Appendix E, Table E.5, indicated that all the residual
bias across attributes had been corrected.

The residual

regression statistics for the log-linear transformation
of +b indicated that it was the appropriate form to
accurately track changes in price from a change in
yellowness, ceterus paribus.
Further analysis on the quadratic transformed
variables from the daily models to ensure the premiums
andjor discounts were consistent with prior theory.

A

weighted average of model 5.5 coefficients from the 18
day sample was calculated.

The coefficients were

weighted by the number of lot sales.

The first partial

derivative of the weighted model was taken with respect
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to staple and with respect to level 2 bark.

The partial

with respect to staple determined that the maximum of P-Q
curve for staple with the weighted model was 35.0994/32nds
of an inch.

The partial with respect to level 2 bark

determined that the minimum of its P-Q curve was 76.44%
level 2 bark.

The maximum and/or minimum were determined

by the second partial derivatives of the function with
respect to staple and level 2 bark, respectively.
The partial derivative analysis indicated that a
problem may exist.

For instance, if a lot has a staple

length of 36/32nas of an inch, it would receive less of a
premium in the weighted average model than a staple of
35/32nds of an inch.

However, the 18-day sample was

analyzed to determine that 95% of the staple lengths were
between 29 and

35.1/32~~

3

of an inch.

Therefore, any

staple length greater that 35.1 was in the upper 2.5% of
the data, thus the scope of the model should be limited
to not predicting prices outside 95% of the attributes'
observations.

The same conclusion can be drawn with

respect to level 2 bark because 95% of the lots' level 2
bark percentages were between 0 and 38% level 2 bark.
The adjusted R2 for this model was 0.9647.

The

prediction bias was an intercept of 0.1350 and slope of
0.9647.

Multicollinearity was indicated by the variables
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VIF for STA, M, HB, and their squared variables.

The VIF

values were about the same as the other models.
Therefore, model 5.5 was determined to be the
correct functional form hedonic model for daily cotton
market price reporting in the upcoming 1993/94 marketing
year.

There will have to be some limits in the scope of

the model, especially with staple and level 2 bark.
Model 1's search for the correct functional form
will be discussed next.

The search predominately began

with the knowledge gained from the model 2 functional
form search.
5.6 Other Functional Form Residual Test
Results; Model 1
In determining the optimal functional form model for
daily cotton market price reporting for the past and
present marketing years, the use of the partial
regression results of model 1, residual test results of
model 5.1, and the residual test results of model 5.5
were taken into consideration.

Only a few of the

functional form model's residual test results
experimented with are discussed.

There were over 20

functional form models tested before the final
determination was made that the correct functional form
was impossible to determine for 3 marketing years
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simultaneously and remain consistent with price-quality
relationship theory.
One of the first models tested was similar to the
functional form of model 5.5.

It was decided to

transform the trash code variable (Gl) and color code
variable (G2) by squaring them to obtain a concave P-Q
curve, and transform staple (STA) by placing it into the
model in a quadratic to get more bend in its P-Q curve.
The decision for the transformations to Gl and G2 were
based on the partial regression analysis, particularly,
and the results of CTR in model 5.5.

The quadratic form

of STA was forced in the daily models to have a positive
coefficient for STA and a negative coefficient for STA2 •
This forced the price-staple relationship to be
increasing at a decreasing rate thus having decreasing
marginal contribution to price.

Therefore, the

functional form became:
P=baeb1 GJ +b~G(GJ)+b3 G2 +b~TA+bsSTA STRb6 U~
2

2

e

2

bt!f +b~2+b,oR+b11 CT

(5.6)

e.

The residual regression analysis of model 5.6
indicated that the transformation of Gl by squaring it
was the appropriate transformation.

This can be seen in

the residual regression results in Appendix E, Table E.6.
The residual analysis against G2 determined that squaring
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this variable was not the appropriate transformation.
Color's statistics indicated that the P-Q curve should be
convex, which is opposite of model 5.1 results.

The

quadratic form of STA was determined to be the correct
transformation as indicated by its residual statistics.
The downfall of this model was the log of strength
(LSTR).

Residual analysis of LSTR's statistics were

significant, indicating a residual bias existed for LSTR.
The statistics indicated that the price-strength curve
should be increasing at an increasing rate; however, this
would mean that strength has increasing marginal returns
as strength increases, which contradicts theory.

Also,

the residual analysis of the log of uniformity (LU)
indicated its statistics were becoming closer to being
significant, yet still had t-probabilities greater than
7 ~0

•

Correlation between the variables in quadratic form
were high in this model.

However, the t-probabilities in

the daily models indicated that the micronaire variables
were always significant and the staple variables were
significant most of the time.

This indicates that the

multicollinearity does not enlarge the standard
deviations of the coefficients enough to make them not
significant.

Consequently, multicollinearity was

determined not to be a problem.
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Other general observations made concerning this
functional form were the adjusted R2 of 0.9830 and the
prediction bias.

The prediction bias was an intercept of

0.0654 and slope of 0.9830, which indicates that this
model also over estimates at low prices and under
estimates at high prices.

The prediction bias did

.

1mprove over the original double-log model (5.1).
Other functional forms were regressed with color and
strength in a log-linear forms, which was suggested by
the results of model 5.6.

These transformations proved

to cause more problems with uniformity and did not reduce
the residual bias in color.

The next model, displayed

below, placed color in a quadratic form forcing both
coefficients for color and color squared to be negative.
The remaining part of the model was left in the same
functional form as model 5.6.

This functional form is as

follows:
2

2

P=boeb1 GI +J¥JG(GI)+b3 G2+b4G2 +bsSTA+beSTA sTR~uba
2

e

beM +b1oM 2 +b11R+b1 ~T

(5.7)

e.

The residual regression analysis (see Appendix E,
Table E.7) indicated that forcing the daily model
coefficients for color to be negative in the quadratic
form was not allowing the P-Q curve for color to bend
sharp enough.

The residual statistics for LSTR were all
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significant and showed that the P-Q curve for strength
should be increasing at an increasing rate, which
contradicts all preconceived theory.

All the other

residual statistics were not significant in determining
that their transformations were correct.
Again, correlation existed for the quadratic
transformed variables.

The adjusted R2 for this

functional form was 0.9835 and the predicted price
regressed against the actual price had a prediction bias
of 0.0636 for the intercept and 0.9835 for the slope.
At this point many other functional forms where run
and tested that are not shown here.

The main

determination made from these tests was that the
uniformity variable in the model may be causing some
problems.

The particular problem uniformity may be

causing was with the transformations of staple and
strength.

Therefore, the uniformity variable was

eliminated from the model.

This decision was made

because in over half of the 25-day sample daily models
the uniformity variable dropped out because of wrong
signs and because the partial regression analysis
indicated that it did not belong in the model.
other functional forms similar to the ones already
discussed were tested without the uniformity variable in
the models.

The results determined that dropping
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uniformity did not relieve any residual bias.

However,

the decision was made to leave uniformity out of the
remaining models to be tested.

What was known at this

point was that more bend had to be obtained in the P-Q
curves for both color and staple, and that strength could
perhaps be transformed in a log-linear manner.
The next model that was discovered to be
advantageous was allowing the quadratic transformation of
color in the daily models to have unrestricted signs for
their coefficients.

Also in this model, staple was

transformed by squaring it and taking its reciprocal, as
well as allowing strength to be log-linear by not taking
its log transformation.

This functional form model is as

follows:
P=bo(eb1Gl +¥G{GJ)+b3 G2+b4G2 +b5 (1/STA~+beSn)
2

2

e

( 5. 8)

~M +beM 2 +beR+b10CT

e.

The residual regression results for model 5.8 were
still disappointing (see Appendix E, Table E.8).

The

daily model coefficients for color were significant 68%
of the time.

The residual bias with respect to color

disappeared, thus concluding that color had a P-Q curve
that was concave some days and convex others.
The reciprocal transformation made to STA still did
not allow enough bend with respect to its P-Q curve.

The
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same was true with the log-linear form of strength in the
model.

The residual statistics were still significant

for each of these attributes in this functional form.
The adjusted R2 was 0.9838 and the prediction bias had an
intercept of 0.0624 and slope of 0.9838, not very
different from the other models, yet improved even though
uniformity had been eliminated.
The final decision made was to allow both color and
staple to have unrestricted signs in the daily models,
and to let strength remain in a log-linear form.
other attributes remained the same as above.

All the

Thus, this

functional form was as follows:
P=bo(eb1GI 2 +b~GJ)+b3 G2+b4G2 +b~TA+beSTA 2 +f7Sn)
2

e

2

(5.9)

b,#+beM +b1oR+b11CT

e.

The residual regression results of model 5.9 were
not impressive, yet judged to be acceptable.

The

residual regression results are shown in Appendix E,
Table E.9.

The statistics indicated that no significant

residual bias existed for Gl, G2, STA, or M.

The

residual regression line for STR indicated that there was
a significant quadratic relationship; however, the
residual bias was extremely small.

The decision was made

much earlier that strength could not be transformed in
such a way to allow its marginal function to be
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increasing at an increasing rate, thus the log-linear
transformation must be accepted.
The VIF's were high for the quadratic variables.
The VIF's for staple were in the thousands, for
micronaire in the hundreds, and for color in the teens
for most of the daily models.

However, the t-

probabilities were examined for the daily coefficients
for each variable, and were significant to a 5% level for
the staple variables only 26% of the days, for the
micronaire variables 100% of the days, and for the color
variables 62% of the days.

Therefore, the only likely

collinearity problem is with staple in this functional
form.
Model 5.9 had an adjusted R2 of 0.9839.

The

prediction bias in price, when the predicted price was
regressed against the actual price, had an intercept of
0.0619 and slope of 0.9839.

Indicating the model over

predicted at low prices and under predicted at high
prices.
Other analysis was performed with the daily
coefficients of model 5.9 to determine where the maximum
andjor minimum points occurred in the P-Q curves for both

staple and color.

A weighted average equation of the 25-

day sample was obtained by weighing the coefficients by
the number of lot sales on that day with respect to the
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total for the sample.

The first partial derivative of

the weighted average equation with respect to staple
determined that the maximum premium for staple would
occur at a staple length of 36.40/32nds of an inch.

The

second derivative was taken to ensure that 36.40 was a
maximum.

The first derivative of color determined its P-

Q curve maximum was -0.70, the second derivative
confirmed it was a maximum.
The upper and lower bounds of 95% of the data for
the 25-day sample was calculated for both staple and
color.

Staple had lower and upper bounds of 29.95 and

34.41 and color had lower and upper bounds of 0.12 and
3.84, indicating that 95% of the staples and colors fell
between these values, respectively.

Consequently, these

lower and upper boundaries are considered to be the outer
limits of the scope of the model and any observations
outside this range will be difficult for the model to
predict accurately.

However, the first derivatives of

the weighted model with respect of staple and color
indicates that the maximum points fall outside or right
on the 95% boundary of the model.

Therefore, this

functional form does not seem to have any disadvantages
from this perspective.
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5.7 Summary of Results and Findings
The optimal model structures in this study were
derived from the use of partial regression analysis, the
residual regression results of the current hedonic model
structures, and a trial and error method of determining
effective functional forms.

A double-log model was used

as the basis of the study and each model structure was
estimated using ordinary least squares regression.
The optimal model structure for the pre-1993/94
cotton grading system was determined to be model 5.9.
This model differentiated from the original double-log
model (model 5.1) in that it is now a semi-log model
because the only log transformation is made on price.
This functional form was judged to be optimal because it
was found to minimize residual bias among the attributes
when the residuals were regressed against them.

The

functional form is not optimal in one sense because a
residual bias still exists for strength.

However, model

5.9 was judged to be the "best" structure given the
conceptual and time limitations.

A reason that the

correct functional form was not found for model 1 may
result from the non-scalar numbers of the grade code used
in the model.

Another reason may be that buyers and

sellers do not use information efficiently due to the
fact that current price reporting is too complicated.
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However, the resulting model conceptually agreed with the
results of the partial regression and the hypothesized PQ relationships.
The optimal model 2 structure was determined to be
model 5.5.

This model differentiated from the original

double-log model (model 5.2) in predominately four areas.
The results indicated that the classer's trash should be
concave.
shape.

Thus, the attribute was squared to obtain this
The yellowness attribute was determined to be

only slightly convex, represented by a log-linear form.
The staple attribute's results indicated that it needed
to be increasing at a rapid rate up to a level where it
quickly becomes flat; i.e., marginal value is high, then
quickly becomes zero, or has no added value.

The level 2

bark designation was determined to be decreasing at a
rapid rate up to a level where it quickly becomes flat,
indicating that at some level the percentage of level 2
bark is extreme to the point that no less value can be
taken from the value of the cotton.
Model 5.5's functional form was judged to be optimal
because it did not contain any residual bias among the
attributes when the residuals were regressed against
them.

Also, the resulting model conceptually agreed with

the results of the partial regresslon and the
hypothesized P-Q relationships.
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A summary of the resulting P-Q relationships versus
the hypothesized relationships is summarized here.

The

hypothesized relationship of trash, whether the classer's
trash designation or the first digit of the grade code,
was the inverse of the typical transcendental production
function excluding stage III of production.

This

investigation found the trash attribute to have a P-Q
curve that was negative and concave to the origin (see
Figure 5.1(a)).
The hypothesized relationship for level 1 bark was
negative and concave to the P-Q origin.

The results of

this analysis revealed a log-linear transformation of
level 1 bark was appropriate.

Therefore, the resulting

price-level 1 bark relationship was slightly convex to
the origin, which the convexity is forced by the loglinear transformation (see Figure 5.1(b)).

The

hypothesized relationship for level 2 bark was
hypothesized similar to the price-trash relationship.
Model 5.5 indicated that the P-Q curve for level 2 bark
is sharply convex to the origin, which could only be
accomplished by a quadratic

transformation~

however, the

minimum point of the quadratic curve is far beyond the
scope of the data.

The resulting P-Q relationship for

level 2 bark is shown in Figure 5.1(c).
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(a]

[b)

TRASH

LEVEL 1 BARK

(c)

(d)

LEVEL 2 BARK

CO LOR

(e)

( f)

REFLECTANCE

Figure 5.1.

Y ELL OWN ESS

Price-quality relationships for the cotton
quality attributes of (a) trash, (b) level 1
bark, (c) level 2 bark, (d) color, (e)
reflectance, and (f) yellowness as depicted
by the models' results.
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The color code hypothesized relationship was
negative and concave to the origin.

This study neither

confirmed nor rejected this hypothesis.

The results of

the second digit of the grade code were that its P-Q
relationship could be convex, concave, or log-linear for
any given sales day (see Figure 5.1(d)).

The P-Q

relationship for reflectance was found to be increasing
at a decreasing rate, which is what was hypothesized (see
Figure 5.1(e)).

The hypothesized relationship for

yellowness was decreasing at an increasing rate.

Model

5.5 indicated that the price-yellowness relationship was
decreasing but log-linear or only slightly convex.

This

P-Q relationship is shown in Figure 5.1(f).
The other attributes in the models were the same
measurements for each model.

The hypothesized

relationship for staple was increasing at a decreasing
rate as staple increases.

The double-log model results

indicated that it was not allowing staple's P-Q curve to
bend sharply enough.

Thus, a quadratic transformation

was determined the correct hypothesized relationship (see
Figure 5.2(a)).

Micronaire's hypothesized relationship

was correct in that a quadratic P-Q relationship does
exist for this attribute (see Figure 5.2(b)).
strength was a transformation problem for both
models.

In model 5.5, the originally hypothesized
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PsrA

Psr R

[a]

(b)

STAPLE

MICRONAIRE

(c)

(d]

/

STRENGTH

Figure 5.2.

U~~i FORMIT Y

Price-quality relationships for the cotton
quality attributes of (a) staple, (b)
micronaire, (c) strength, and uniformity as
depicted by the models' results.
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relationship held.
decreasing rate.

Its P-Q curve was increasing at a
However, in model 5.9 the residual

regression results indicated that it should be increasing
at an increasing rate, or at least log-linear.

Even

though there were discrepancies between the two models,
the conclusion should be drawn that the originally
hypothesized relationship is correct because prior
conceptual knowledge and the fact that many difficulties
were encountered with model 5.9 (model 1).

This

relationship is shown in Figure 5.2(c).
The hypothesized relationship for uniformity was
increasing at a decreasing rate as uniformity increases.
This relationship was found to be acceptable for model
5.5; however, the partial regression analysis indicated
that it should be a decreasing P-Q relationship.

Thus,

the decision was made to drop uniformity from model 1
because there was concern that it might be erroneously
affecting the functional form of the other attributes and
because of the partial regression results indicated it
did not decreasing the variance of the prediction error
(see Figure 5.2(d)).

This decreasing P-Q relationship

was also found in other more aggregate data analysis.
Neeper (1985) also found that uniformity had a negative
sloping price-quality relationship.
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Thus, the results for model 5.5 and 5.9 indicated
that they were the appropriate functional forms given the
limitations.

There is still some discrepancy with model

5.9, but the result of model 5.5 indicate that this model
could be used in the 1993/94 marketing years for daily
reporting of cotton market prices, premiums, and
discounts.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The primary purpose of this study was to determine
the two optimal model structures for the econometric
approach of daily cotton market price reporting for the
pre and post 1993/94 cotton grading systems.

Two models

have been found to be the "best" functional forms to
represent the price structures for the current and future
grading systems for the Texas and Oklahoma markets.
August 1, 1993, the grading system, and consequently
price reporting for cotton, will change by separating the
component parts of the grade code.

Different

designations will be presented for trash in the form of a
general trash code, a designation for grass, and a
designation for bark.

The color component of the

traditional grade code will also be designated
separately.

Thus, two optimal functional form models

were determined for the pre and post market changes.
The optimal model for the current (pre-1993/94)
grading system is a semi-log model, shown in the results
as model 5.9.

This model represents a realistic

structure of prices in the Texas and Oklahoma markets.
This model is not the fully optimal functional form
because it contains a small bias that this analysis
105
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failed to resolve.

However, the bias is small and likely

results from the non-scalar nature of the grade code
numbers.

This is a limitation with the pre-1993/94

grading system that is at least partially alleviated in
the post-1993/94 system.

Irrespective of the remaining

bias, however, this model is an improved representation
of the daily cotton market prices and price structures
for the pre-1993/94 grading system.
The price structures represented in the pre-1993/94
model did not include the attribute of uniformity, which
is a recognized attribute of cotton.

The lack of its

representation in the model may be explained by the
reality that uniformity in the Texas and Oklahoma markets
does not deviate much from the mean, so it cannot explain
much deviation in prices.

As such, it would not be

expected to enter into the market participants decision.
The optimal model structure for the grading system
to be reported beginning August 1, 1993, is represented
by the structure of equation 5.5.

This model appears to

be optimal because no residual bias exists with respect
to all attributes.
exists, however.

A small price prediction bias still
Some of the attributes in the post-

1993/94 grading system data are not yet recognized by the
market participants.

These market data are simulated or

experimental data and the model represents an attempt to
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anticipate the price structure before the new grading
system takes effect.

Consequently, model 5.5 does not

explain as much of the variation in the price as the pre1993/94 model.

This is indicated in the results by the

magnitude of the R2 's.

The post-1993/94 model can be

more fully analyzed once the separate attributes of
trash, bark, reflectance, and yellowness are fully
recognized by the grading system and the market.
The more objective the data, the easier it is to
determine the optimal functional fit.

The introduction

of reflectance and yellowness in place of the second
digit of the grade code allows the statistical search for
the optimal functional form to be much easier.

This is

due to the fact that these two values are objective
measures in grading cotton, not subjective designations
made by the classer.

Therefore, the trial and error

method used proved quicker for the post-1993/94 model.
The objective data are more consistent in its pricequality relationship.

Once all the attributes

are objectively determined, the model should perform more
consistently and accurately.
The models in this study stem from the concept of
hedonic pricing.

The recognition is made that the

quality characteristics in cotton have implicit prices
(Ethridge and Davis, 1982; Bowman and Ethridge, 1992).
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These implicit prices were referred to in this study as
the price-quality (P-Q) relationships.

These implicit

prices are inherently recognized within the Commodity
Credit Corporations loan program and within the Daily
Spot Cotton Quotations produced by AMS.

However, without

the guidance of statistical analysis, the values and
relationships reported by USDA are only subjective
estimates.

Therefore, this investigation provides

evidence into the nature of the P-Q relationships of each
attribute from an objective analysis.
6.1 Limitations of the Study
There are limitations in all studies, and this study
was no exception.

The results had some discrepancies

with prior conceptual theory, and the results only
pertain to the Texas and Oklahoma markets.

Other fiber

qualities may cause price to react differently in other
regions of the country because their cotton quality is
different in some aspects.
Some of the more recognized limitations are listed
and will be summarized below.

First, the statistical

methods used, while accurate, were linear estimation
techniques.

The ordinary least squares (OLS) regression

technique, used in estimating the coefficients for the
daily model, may be restricting.

The issue of
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experimenting with some type of non-linear regression
techniques was recognized.

However, much research had

already been done using the OLS technique.

Consequently,

the use of non-linear regression may be one area that
needs to be explored.
A second limitation was that the amount of data in
the samples was cumbersome and difficult to perform and
test all the needed functional form model experiments.
The lot sales data included 6,432 observations in the 25
day sample and 5,564 observations in the 18 day sample.
The amount of human and computer time involved in
estimating and obtaining the coefficients with correct
theoretical signs for the over 24 different model
structures, not including the partial regressions,
amounted to over 1,800 estimated models.

The size of the

samples were large enough, yet the trial and error method
of searching for the optimal functional form was not very
efficient.
Third, the quality data were restricting from both a
statistical as well as industry wide analysis.

The

cotton quality information used in the buying and selling
of cotton, while more precise than many agricultural
commodities, is constricting for a true hedonic model
from a statistical point of view.

The cotton industry is

making progress by introducing new methods of measuring
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the quality of its product.

As the measures become more

objective, the statistical means of measuring them will
become increasingly more valid.

After 1993, the only

human, subjective, measurement still made in the grading
of cotton is the classer's trash designation.

Bark,

grass, etc., are subcategories of this attribute.

Once

an objective, reliable method of measuring this attribute
is developed, hedonic price analysis of the cotton market
will be at the forefront.

Furthermore, the price

structures can and probably will change over time as
technology changes and other advancements are made in the
industry.

Therefore, the functional forms developed in

this study cannot be viewed as static.
The data were limited to the Texas and Oklahoma
markets.

Even though this region produces over 25% of

the cotton in the

u.s.,

the accuracy in predicting daily

cotton market prices using these functional form models
for other regions must still be evaluated.

This comes

from the fact that in other regions of the country the
quality of cotton is different due to the environmental
conditions and producer practices.
6.2 Recommendations for Further Research
The results of this research will be useful for the
daily reporting of cotton market prices, premiums, and
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discounts.

The models developed in this investigation

were called the first stage models in the hedonic
theoretical basis of Rosen's work.

Therefore, it would

be useful to estimate demand and supply functions (second
stage models) for fiber attributes simultaneously using
the functional forms developed in this study as the first
stage model for estimating average implicit prices for
each quality attribute.
Other recommendations are to further explore the
price-quality relationships for staple and trash once an
objective method is developed to measure it.

This study

encountered structural problems with color, uniformity,
and staple.

The measure of color was replaced with the

objective measures of reflectance and yellowness in model
2.

The uniformity attribute in model 2 did not show the

need for further research; however, a proper
transformation for staple is still questionable.

Further

investigation in the price-quality relationship of staple
may be justified.
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Colorimeter Chart: The relationship between
cotton grades, reflectance (Rd), and
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A sample section, the West Texas market, of
the Daily Spot Cotton Quotations for April
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sample price schedule from the econometric
system for estimating pr1ces, premiums, and
discounts.
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APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OF SAMPLES
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Table C.1.

Mean comparisons of the 25-day sample versus
the entire set of data.

VARIABLES

25-DAY SAMPLE
STANDARD
MEANS DEVIATIONS

ENTIRE DATASET
STANDARD
MEANS DEVIATIONS

T-VALUES

PRICE

49.26

13.13

49.40

7.54

-0.0107

G1

4.78

1.35

4.72

1.05

0.0444

G2

1.98

0.95

2.01

0.86

-0.0316

STA

32.18

1.14

32.10

1.18

0.0702

STR

25.45

2.15

25.27

2.09

0.0837

u

79.70

1.16

79.63

1.26

0.0603

M

3.59

0.47

3.57

0.47

0.0426
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Table C.2.

VARIABLES

Mean comparisons of the 18-day sample versus
the entire set of data.
18-DAY SAMPLE
STANDARD
MEANS
DEVIATIONS

ENTIRE DATASET
MEANS

T-VALUE

4.40

0.98

4.33

0.0714

Rd

71.05

5.27

71.33

-0.0531

+b

9.59

3.19

9.51

0.0251

STA

32.31

1.12

32.20

0.0982

STR

25.52

2.14

25.41

0.0514

u

79.74

1.12

79.77

-0.0268

M

3.59

0.44

3.59

0.0000

LB

0.68

0.37

0.62

0.1622

HB

0.03

0.14

0.03

0.0000

CTR
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Figure C.6.

Frequency distribution for length uniformity
in M/UHM ratio for 25-day sample.
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Frequency distribution for rnicronaire
reading for 25-day sample.
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Frequency distribution for lot price of
cotton in cents/lb. for 18-day sample.
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Frequency distribution for classer's trash
for 18-day sample.
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Frequency distribution for percentage
reflectance (Rd) for 18-day sample.
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Frequency distribution for yellowness
(Hunter's +b) for 18-day sample.
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Frequency distribution for staple length in
32"~ of an inch for 18-day sample.
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Frequency distribution for strength 1n
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Frequency distribution for length
uniformity in M/UHM ratio for 18-day
sample.
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Frequency distribution for micronaire
reading for 18-day sample.
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Figure C.16.

Frequency distribution for percentage level
1 bark for 18-day sample.
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2 bark for 18-day sample.

APPENDIX D
PARTIAL REGRESSION RESULTS
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Table 0.1.

Partial regression statistics for 25-day
sample; regressing residual values, e1(PIZk),
against the residual values, e 1(Zj1Zk), and
the residual values squared, (e 1(Zj1Zk)) 2 •
2

VARIABLE (Zj_l____~I~N~T~E~R~C~E~P~T~--~R~E=S~I~D~U=A~L~----~(R~E~S~I~D~U=A=L-)__ _ _

G1

0.1569
(0.0001)*

-2.7523
(0.0001)

-0.4610
(0.0001)

G2

0.2809
(0.0001)

-2.8877
(0.0001)

-0.7369
(0.0001)

STA

0.0537
(0.0570)

0.8232
(0.0001)

-0.0809
(0.0003)

STR

0.0638
(0.0206)

0.1636
(0.0001)

-0.0318
(0.0001)

u

0.0285
(0.2610)

-0.0028
(0.9411)

-0.0646
(0.0007)

M

0.2823
(0.0001)

2.6607
(0.0001)

-2.7656
(0.0001)

• Numbers in parenthesis are t-value probabilities for
coefficients in all tables.
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Table 0.2.

VARIABLE

Partial regression statistics for 18-day
sample; regressing residual values, ei(PIZk),
against the residual values, e i ( z j I zk) , and
the residual values squared, ( e i ( z j I zk) ) 2 •

czj l

(RESIDUAL) 2

INTERCEPT

RESIDUAL

CTR

0.1016
(0.0056)

-21.1491
(0.0001)

-24.5470
(0.0001)

Rd

0.0390
(0.2408)

0.5658
(0.0001)

-0.0149
(0.0007)

+b

0.0729
(0.0346)

-1.0229
(0.0001)

-0.3024
(0.0001)

STA

0.0582
(0.1084)

0.7561
(0.0001)

-0.0911
(0.0017)

STR

0.0895
(0.0206)

0.1395
(0.0001)

-0.0443
(0.0001)

u

0.0493
(0.1310)

-0.0775
(0.1163)

-0.1166
(0.0001)

M

0.3095
(0.0001)

3.0408
(0.0001)

-3.3214
(0.0001)

LB

0.0256
(0.4872)

-1.4159
(0.0001)

-0.3824
(0.1938)

HB

0.0109
(0.7298)

-5.3846
(0.0001)

-1.8944
(0.0441)

APPENDIX E
RESIDUAL TEST RESULTS FOR VARIOUS
FUNCTIONAL FORM MODELS
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Table E.1.

Regression statistics for residual terms from
double-log model 1 (model 5.1) regressed
against variables within the double-log
model.·
INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

(VARIABLE) 2

LG1

-0.1077
{0.0001)

0.1401
{0.0001)

-0.0442
{0.0001)

LG2

-0.1379
{0.0001)

0.2708
{0.0001)

-0.1226
{0.0001)

LSTA

-16.8381
{0.0001)

9.7144
{0.0001)

-1.4009
(0.0001)

LSTR

0.8091
(0.1293)

-0.4986
{0.1319)

0.0768
{0.1347)

LU

-3.2209
{0.8772)

1.5355
{0.8720)

-0.1827
(0.8669)

M

0.0000
{1.0000)

0.0000
{1.0000)

0.0000
{1.0000)

VARIABLE

Adjusted R2 = 0.9801
prediction bias: p = 0.0765 + 0.9801(p)
• Example of residuals regressed against the log of trash
or first digit of the grade code.
e 1 = -0.1077 + 0.1401(LG1) - 0.0442{LG1) 2
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Table E.2.

Regression statistics for residual terms from
double-log model 2 (model 5.2) regressed
against variables within the double-log
model.
INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

(VARIABLE) 2

LCTR

-0.0971
(0.0001)

-0.2492
(0.0001)

-0.1488
(0.0001)

LRd

-0.3790
(0.8501)

0.1800
(0.8501)

-0.0214
(0.8501)

L(+b)

-1.1324
(0.0001)

0.9892
(0.0001)

-0.2153
(0.0001)

LSTA

-12.7675
(0.0232)

7.3738
(0.0229)

-1.0646
(0.0226)

LSTR

1.3724
(0.0979)

-0.8495
(0.0982)

0.1314
(0.0987)

-28.2059
{0.3637)

13.0023
{0.3597)

-1.4983
{0.3558)

M

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
{1.0000)

0.0000
{1.0000)

LB

0.0005
(0.8220)

-0.0037
(0.7276)

0.0034
(0.7250)

HB

0.0009
(0.3316)

-0.1402
(0.0001)

0.1753
{0.0001)

VARIABLE

LU

Adjusted R2 = 0.9618
Prediction bias:
p = 0.1463 + 0.9618(p)
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Table E.3.

VARIABLE

Regression statistics for residual terms from
model 5.3 regressed against variables within
the model.
(VARIABLE) 2

INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

CTR

-0.0031
(0.9041)

0.0013
(0.9030)

-0.0001
(0.9043)

LRd

-0.6417
(0.8385)

0.3061
(0.8385)

-0.0365
(0.8385)

L(+b)

-1.0643
(0.0087)

0.9238
(0.0085)

-0.1997
(0.0085)

LSTA

-22.0297
(0.0456)

12.7376
(0.0451)

-1.8410
(0.0447)

LSTR

-0.3397
(0.8300)

0.2098
(0.8299)

-0.0324
(0.8298)

-221.3500
(0.0668)

101.1400
(0.0663)

-11.5500
(0.0659)

M

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

LB

-0.0009
(0.8821)

0.0053
(0.8269)

-0.0046
(0.8222)

HB

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

LU

Adjusted R2 = 0.9646
p = 0.1354 + 0.9646(p)
prediction bias:
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Table E.4.

VARIABLE

Regression statistics for residual terms from
model 5.4 regressed against variables within
the model.
INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

(VARIABLE) 2

CTR

0.0052
(0.8392)

-0.0022
(0.8374)

0.0002
(0.8394)

LRd

5.3836
(0.0869)

-2.5681
(0.0868)

0.3061
(0.0868)

+b

0.2142
(0.0033)

-0.0418
(0.0032)

0.0020
(0.0033)

STA

0.1337
(0.8848)

-0.0087
(0.8799)

0.0001
(0.8752)

LSTR

0.3095
(0.8447)

-0.1911
(0.8446)

0.0295
(0.8446)

-134.1693
(0.2660)

61.3577
(0.2649)

-7.0149
(0.2638)

M

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

LB

-0.0006
(0.9183)

0.0037
(0.8797)

-0.0032
(0.8764)

HB

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

LU

Adjusted R2 = 0.9646
p = 0.1355 + 0.9646(p)
Prediction bias:
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Table E.5.

VARIABLE

Regression statistics for residual terms from
model 5.5 regressed against variables within
the model.
INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

(VARIABLE) 2

CTR

0.0013
(0.9272)

-0.0005
(0.9264)

0.0001
(0.9273)

LRd

0.7809
(0.6852)

-0.3711
(0.6852)

0.0441
(0.6851)

+b

0.0001
(0.9727)

-0.0001
(0.9249)

0.0000
(0.9208)

STA

0.1410
(0.7523)

-0.0101
(0.7163)

0.0002
(0.6812)

LSTR

1.4118
(0.0763)

-0.8741
(0.0765)

0.1352
(0.0769)

-13.5840
(0.6489)

6.2926
(0.6446)

-0.7286
(0.6403)

M

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

LB

-0.0015
(0.4974)

0.0112
(0.2686)

-0.0105
(0.2574)

HB

0.0000
(0.9999)

0.0000
(0.9991)

0.0000
(0.9991)

LU

Adjusted R2 = 0.9647
Prediction bias:
p = 0.1350 + 0.9647(p)
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Table E.6.

VARIABLE

Regression statistics for residual terms from
model 5.6 regressed against variables within
the model.
INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

(VARIABLE) 2

G1

0.0089
(0.2006)

-0.0034
(0.1955)

0.0003
(0.2007)

G2

0.0132
(0.0001)

-0.0130
(0.0001)

0.0026
(0.0001)

STA

-0.0572
(0.8307)

0.0024
(0.8836)

-0.0000
(0.9371)

LSTR

1.7992
(0.0003)

-1.1151
(0.0003)

0.1727
(0.0003)

LU

34.1284
(0.0764)

-15.5677
(0.0771)

1.7753
(0.0778)

M

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

Adjusted R2 = 0.9830
Prediction bias: p = 0.0654 + 0.9830(p)
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Table E.7.

VARIABLE

Regression statistics for residual terms from
model 5.7 regressed against variables within
the model.
INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

(VARIABLE) 2

G1

0.0036
(0.6029)

-0.0014
(0.5987)

0.0001
(0.6030)

G2

-0.0196
(0.0001)

0.0125
(0.0001)

-0.0018
(0.0001)

STA

0.0087
(0.9736)

-0.0006
(0.9730)

0.0000
(0.9199)

LSTR

1.7848
(0.0002)

-1.1061
(0.0002)

0.1713
(0.0002)

LU

32.6164
(0.0859)

-14.8781
(0.0866)

1.6967
(0.0874)

M

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

Adjusted R2 = 0.9835
Prediction bias: p = 0.0636 + 0.9835(p)
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Table E.8.

VARIABLE

Regression statistics for residual terms from
model 5.8 regressed against variables within
the model.
INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

(VARIABLE) 2

G1

0.0052
(0.4413)

-0.0020
(0.4361)

0.0002
(0.4414)

G2

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

STA

-0.7013
(0.0073)

0.0438
(0.0071)

-0.0007
(0.0069)

STR

0.1071
(0.0334)

-0.0084
(0.0334)

0.0002
(0.0341)

M

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

Adjusted R2 = 0.9838
Prediction bias: p = 0.0624 + 0.9838(p)
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Table E.9.

VARIABLE

Regression statistics for residual terms from
model 5.9 regressed against variables within
the model.
INTERCEPT

VARIABLE

(VARIABLE) 2

G1

0.0056
{0.4095)

-0.0022
{0.4041)

0.0002
{0.4096)

G2

0.0000
{1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

STA

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

STR

0.1395
{0.0054)

-0.0110
{0.0054)

0.0002
{0.0055)

M

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

0.0000
(1.0000)

Adjusted R2 = 0.9839
Prediction bias: p = 0.0619 + 0.9839{p)

